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The static display at
EBACE 2019 features
the Junkers F 13, which
first flew almost 100
years ago. Contrasting
with the vintage single
are the most modern of
business aircraft, with
engines, aerodynamics,
and avionics beyond
the wildest dreams
of early pilots.

DAVID McINTOSH

Aircraft

Electric, vertical technologies
poised to shape bizav’s future
by Amy Laboda
The focus of this year’s EBACE is aimed
squarely at the future, but not one that is far
on the horizon. Speakers at yesterday’s opening session talked about products already in
the production and certification processes,
available technologies that are being ported
into aviation, and problems that have nearly
arrived on the doorstep.
Fortunately, the tone was optimistic, and
the mood of the speakers—from the welcoming officials from Geneva International
Airport to government leaders in Europe to
NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen—was
positive all around. Genève Aéroport CEO
André Schneider pointed out that 25 to 35
percent of the aircraft movements on the
airport were business aviation-related, making it the third-largest business aviation airport in Europe.
EBAA secretary general Athar Husain
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Khan took a solid look toward the future. In
the 11 months since heading the association,
he’s seen just how quickly new technologies
such as electric propulsion, blockchain, sustainable aviation biofuels, and alternative
forms of aerial mobility are quickening the
pace of innovation in business aviation.
“These are providing us with new avenues
for driving business growth, but we still face
many hurdles,” Khan said. “We are increasingly digitized and that brings on cybersecurity challenges. There are questions of
market and airport access. And of course
we must protect our interests from colorful
interpretations of European regulations on
a local level.”
Khan went on to point out that the EBAA
Expanding Horizons business aviation
awareness campaign is entering its second
year. As part of the campaign the group is

making commitments to focus on a way
to build business aviation, all the while
showing sustainability on a global level and
raising awareness of how business aviation
helps global commerce on a societal level.
He highlighted the importance of getting
policy makers onboard, which was why
EBAA invited Grant Shapps MP, chair of the
UK All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG)
on General Aviation, to speak.
“I care about aviation as you do. I’m a pilot
and it is a passion to me. So I want to issue
a cautionary warning,” Shapps said. “I think
that if we are not careful in the next 10 years
or so, we will be facing some pretty existential threats to business aviation.”
First on his mind were the environmental protesters who had been blocking UK
streets the week before, even trying to
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France’s Strasbourg Airport has partnered
with Benelux-based charter provider and
FBO operator FlyingGroup (Booth 489)
to establish a new FBO complex known
as Strasbourg Executive SAS. The two
entities signed a memo of understanding
yesterday at EBACE. FlyingGroup will
take over management of the existing,
airport-operated FBO in May 2020.
Located just 12 km from the city of
Strasbourg, the seat of the European Parliament, the planned €10 million complex—which will be operational in spring
2021—will replace the current 150-sq-m
(1,600-sq-ft) facility. It will consist of an
approximately 1,000-sq-m (10,800-sq-ft)
terminal to cater to heads-of-state and
high-level European delegations, with
a “Salle d’Honeur” for dignitaries that

rates through the FBO’s complementary
booking service.
The airport has contracted with World
Fuel Services to provide exclusive fueling
services and construct a new fuel farm
to provide short fueling times, as well as
help to establish the airport as a desired
location for international fuel stops.
The project also includes a new highway
connection to the airport so that future
clients will be on the highway within 60
seconds of leaving the FBO.
“This partnership with FlyingGroup in
Strasbourg Executive to run a new hangar and this new FBO with its lounges,
designed and decorated by the most iconic
local luxury brands, will ensure that all
of our business aviation customers will
receive the best and seamless experience
they deserve,” said Strasbourg Airport
CEO Thomas Dubus. “The accuracy of the
project will be enhanced by the additional
infrastructures delivered in conjunction
by the airport: new aprons dedicated to
business aviation, dedicated fuel farm, and
a new head-of-state terminal to welcome
the guests of the European capital.”
n

replaces a small room currently used in
the commercial terminal.
Further, a new 2,000-sq-m (21,500sq-ft) hangar will shelter VIP aircraft. An
additional 3,000-sq-m (32,300-sq-ft) hangar, capable of accommodating aircraft up
to a BBJ or multiple large-cabin business
jets, will begin construction in 2021.
The new terminal will also include a
private aviation area, separated by a common security area, themed by Alsacebased ultra-luxury car manufacturer
Bugatti, to handle the increasing executive traffic. This will include complementary airside crew lounges with a relaxation
area offering snacks and beverages, cable
television, computer stations, and free
Wi-Fi. Other benefits will include customized parking options and discounted hotel
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Hong Kong-based HK
Bellawings president
Shang Yijia, right, celebrates with Bombardier
Aviation president David
Coleal after announcing yesterday that the
aviation management
specialist has signed a
letter of intent for five
more Global 7500s. Bellawings also converted
two options for 7500s to
firm orders, bringing its
total firm orders to eight
Global 7500s, as well as
four Global 6500s.
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JetNet sees mixed signals
in bizjet market outlook
by Curt Epstein
Business aviation data provider JetNet is
fairly optimistic about the state of the business jet market, but sees some warning
signs on the horizon, the company said in
a state of the business aviation market presentation on Tuesday at EBACE 2019.
While GDP has long been associated
with business jet usage, JetNet v-p of
sales Paul Cardarelli said his company’s
analysts have noted a bit of decoupling
in GDP growth between the U.S., which
has been above 3 percent for the past two
quarters, and the Euro Area, which has
remained flat at 1.2 percent in that span.
He placed some of the blame on the protracted drama of Brexit, which is estimated to be impacting the UK economy
by £19 billion a year, among other factors.
He noted that the business jet fleet
remains “geographically concentrated,”
with approximately 61 percent of the world’s
business jet fleet based in the U.S., and that
the 22,138 business aircraft in service today
had 4.5 million cycles in 2018. The last time
the fleet was at that level of utilization was

around 2005, when the in-service fleet
numbered approximately 14,000.
“So we’re about one-third more aircraft
than we were in ’05, and yet we’re operating about the same number of cycles,”
Cardarelli said. “This is one of the things
that gives us some concern. We have
an oversupply situation and we have
underutilization going on.”
Another metric of the health of the market lies in the preowned segment. An inventory of less than 10 percent of in-service
aircraft is considered by many as indicative
of a seller’s market and, as of the end of
March, the numbers according to JetNet’s
data were 9.3 percent for business jets and
6.7 percent for turboprops, the lowest levels
since before the global economic downturn.
Yet, the company noted there were 513
retail jet sale or lease transaactions in
the first quarter, compared to 641 a year
ago—marking a year-over-year decrease of
nearly 20 percent. Cardarelli attributes the
discrepancy to a variety of reasons, including the partial U.S. government shutdown

in January and stock market turbulence. 60 percent of the respondents believe to
Another factor could be the limited choice some degree that uncertainty over Brexit
in the marketplace as buyers finally jumped has affected their aviation activities.
in at the bottom of the market and have
The survey typically asks respondents
removed most of the choice aircraft.
several topical perception questions, and
On the new aircraft side, all five of the
among them this quarter was if they
major business jet airframers have shown are experiencing difficulties recruiting
an increase in backlogs in the first quarter, and retaining aviation-related staff. In
an aggregate 5.5 percent rise, with book- North America and Europe, 77 percent
to-bill ratios all above one while Embraer and 67 percent agreed from somewhat to
and Bombardier are approaching two. “We strongly that they were, adding more evifeel good about that—that’s a good metric dence of an industry-wide talent shortage.
for the industry,” said Cardarelli. “We’re
Asked about their belief that all their
always conservative at iQ, we do want to
aircraft would be ADS-B-compliant by the
call them as we see them, but we’re actu- Dec. 31, 2019 deadline in the U.S., enough
ally bullish, particularly for the OEMs.”
respondents indicated strongly that they
Since 2011, JetNet iQ has conducted its would not, leading the company to specquarterly surveys gathering 500 responses
ulate that thousands of aircraft could be
in each for approximately 17,000 results
affected. That could perhaps lead to a
from 132 countries. JetNet iQ founder long overdue mass retirement of aging
Rollie Vincent shared the latest data aircraft, Vincent said.
from the company’s second quarter surFor the first time in eight years of survey, which is 85 percent complete. The veys, JetNet noted the percentage of intent
survey asks respondents to describe the
to purchase light jets, which had been as
current market conditions for business low as 11 percent, has finally exceeded 30
aviation as either not yet at the low point, percent, meaning a long-awaited improveat the low point, or past the low point, ment in the segment is under way, fueled
and establishes a net optimism score by by the Pilatus PC-24. That aircraft model
subtracting the first number from the last. earned the most responses to the question
In the second half of last year, that “what model were you most interested in
number hovered around 50 percent, but for your next purchase?,” beating out the
plummeted to 27 percent in the first popular Gulfstream G500, G650/650ER
quarter of this year, and with the major- and Bombardier Challenger 350 over the
ity of responses received for the second past three surveys.
quarter, optimism seems to have eroded
Vincent updated the company’s 10-year
further to 24 percent. In North America, forecast to 7,100 jet deliveries worth $237
more than 50 percent of the respondents billion through 2028. For the first time,
either somewhat or strongly believe there
the company included the category of
is increasing risk for a global economic supersonic business jets (SSBJ), which
slowdown in the next 12 months, while he expects will make an appearance
in Europe that rate exceeded 70 percent.
sometime around 2026. Based on the sur“It’s all across the market, the mood has vey results, more than 75 percent of the
changed,” said Vincent. “We think this
respondents in North America, and nearly
is a caution sign, and it’s going to affect 50 percent of those in Europe, believe to
preowned sales first, which we think are some degree that SSBJs will be in service
coming down.” Also in Europe, nearly in the next decade.
n

StandardAero bolsters UK airport presence
Dassault introduces Falcon Perf for iPad
Dassault Aviation released at EBACE 2019
an iPad-compatible version of its Falcon
Perf app that enables pilots to easily calculate takeoff and landing performance in
compliance with airplane flight manuals and
Dassault Aviation recommendations. Falcon
Perf on iPad is available now for the Falcon
7X and 8X, with versions for the Falcon 900
EASy and 2000 EASy models expected by
July. “Falcon Perf for iPad will be critical in
helping crew and operators to optimize their
mission and save fuel,” said Falcon operational support v-p Frédéric Leboeuf.
Graphically displayed data items include
takeoff and landing distances for dry, wet,
and contaminated runways; a vertical
cross-section view of the takeoff flight
path; a tabulated summary of the maximum
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weight variation with input; maximum takeoff weight; takeoff safety altitude; and maximum landing weight. Airport data, including
one-engine inoperative contingency procedures, are extracted from Jeppesen
NavData and OpsData charts and updated
every 28 days.
The new app is being released in parallel with an iPad-compatible version of Dassault’s Falcon Sphere electronic flight bag
suite, which hosts Falcon Perf and other
Falcon apps. It incorporates many of the
leading features of the basic EFB, including the ability to seamlessly prepare, manage, and restitute Falcon missions. Other
iPad-compatible Falcon Sphere apps are
in preparation and will be released in the
near future, the company said.
J.W.
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In response to “strong demand,”
StandardAero (Booth N90) has continued to grow its business aviation MRO
capability at its Fleetlands base in the
UK, mainly by providing MRO support for
Honeywell TFE731 jet engines. The move
has increased its capacity there by 50
percent over the past year.
According to StandardAero Business
Aviation president Mark Drobney, “We
are now working with our U.S. shops to
adopt our Fastlane processes and are on
a path to offering the same turn-times for
TFE731 engine events at Fleetlands.”
StandardAero was awarded a contract by Honeywell to become the only
TFE731 heavy maintenance authorized
service provider in the EMEAI region in
December 2017, then selected Fleetlands
as the location in February 2018 before
completing the first overhaul there in May

2018. In February, the Fleetlands facility
achieved EASA certification, as well as
Honeywell approval, for its test cell.
The U.S. MRO company said it recently
completed a major periodic inspection of
a pair of TFE731s in Fleetlands while the
base has been adding technicians, tooling,
workstations and other hardware since
the beginning of the year. StandardAero
has been overhauling TFE731 engines at
its U.S. facilities for almost 40 years.
StandardAero is also investing further in its PW300 support capabilities at
Fleetlands by adding additional capacity
for the Pratt & Whitney Canada PW305,
PW307, and PW308, including rental
engines “that have been procured to support operators who may not have OEM
rental coverage.” The company has also
added a new customer service office and
mobile services center.
I.S.

Gulfstream’s new
MRO facility at
TAG Farnborough
Airport will the the
company’s largest
outside of its
Savannah, Georgia
headquarters.
The building will
accommodate up
to 13 large-cabin
jets and will span
225,000 sq ft.

Gulfstream launches Farnborough MRO
construction amid U.S. expansion
by Kerry Lynch
Gulfstream Aerospace (Booth T139, Static
SD406) kicked off construction on its new
major MRO facility at Farnborough, UK,
this month, part of more than 780,000
additional sq ft (72,464 sq m) that the
company is adding throughout its services network over the next 15 months
as it prepares to ramp up support of its
growing large-cabin fleet.
“It is really, for us, an unprecedented
expansion in that narrow scope of time,”
said Derek Zimmerman, president of
Gulfstream customer support, pointing
to projects also underway at Gulfstream’s
headquarters in Savannah, Georgia, as
well as in Appleton, Wisconsin; West Palm
Beach, Florida; and Van Nuys, California.
The U.S. expansions are all slated
to open within the next three quarters,
while the Farnborough facility, which will
become Gulfstream’s major European
maintenance hub, is to open in summer
of 2020.
These facilities are coming online as
Gulfstream’s flagship G650 fleet has now
topped 340 aircraft, while its G500 ultralong-range, large-cabin fleet numbered 17
in service by the end of March, and the
G600 approaches certification in the next
few weeks.
Announced a year ago, Gulfstream
broke ground on the center May 8, and
a start-up crew has moved into a temporary facility at the location. Once
complete, the Farnborough center is
slated to span 225,000 sq ft, making it
Gulfstream’s largest maintenance facility outside of its MRO at its Savannah
headquarters. It will be capable of housing 13 large-cabin aircraft.
The facility will join Gulfstream’s other
UK-based service facilities centers at London Luton Airport, where it has more than
85,000 sq ft of hangar, office, and parts
warehouse space, as well as at Stansted
Airport, which provides line support.
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The company is still evaluating the shift
of work between the centers, Zimmerman
said, but added that Farnborough will
become the primary site. “We are assessing the current presence at Luton and
Stansted to determine what will be appropriate once Farnborough is fully operational in 2020,” he said. “London is a big
market,” he added and said Gulfstream is
evaluating business traffic patterns there.
Farnborough is a strategic location for
Gulfstream, not only because it is 45 miles
outside of London, but also because the
airport is a major business aviation center in Europe and home to a FlightSafety
International training center. With London hosting the largest volume of its
traffic in Europe, Gulfstream also houses
its European parts warehouse in the city
(near London Heathrow), as well as a
design center.

U.S. Expansion

As far as work ongoing at the U.S. centers, Gulfstream is adding 202,000 sq ft
(18,766 sq m) on the east side of Savannah Airport. Slated to open this summer
and to create 200 jobs, the facility will
feature hangar space, offices, and back
shops. Construction also recently began
in West Palm Peach on a 115,000-sq-ft
(10,684-sq-m) center that is at a joint
location with Jet Aviation. Scheduled to
open in winter 2020, that facility will create about 50 new positions.
The expansion in Appleton is the most
significant since Gulfstream acquired the
facility in 1998. Scheduled to open later
this summer and create 200 positions,
that facility will be nearly 180,000 sq ft
(16,723 sq m). Van Nuys is another joint
location with Jet Aviation. Gulfstream’s
maintenance center there will complement its Long Beach facility that is about
an hour away and in the heart of another
busy region for Gulfstream aircraft. The
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nearly 68,000-sq-ft facility is expected to
open this summer.
Zimmerman noted that facility construction is just one step and the company
has been “busy hiring out for months now
to get ready for those expansions.” This
includes recent additions of upwards of
400 employees in customer support and
work to add about an equivalent amount
over the next year, he said.
The centers are part of an overarching
four-tier approach to support that Joseph
Rivera, v-p of service center operations for
Gulfstream, said involves a major support
center capable of heavy structural work,
a full-service support center, line service,
and Field and Airborne Support Teams
(FAST) support.
Gulfstream’s goal is to have this support approach in every region—including
Europe—to provide operators the easiest
access to the same level of services no
matter where located, Rivera said. This is
key since Gulfstream supports the majority of its in-production models. “We try to
capture most of it,” he said.
Support in Europe is becoming more
and more important as the fleet increases
there. Scott Neal, senior v-p of worldwide
sales, said orders have remained steady
from the region, which is now home to
224 Gulfstream aircraft.
In addition to the Farnborough center,
Gulfstream also recently bolstered its
European presence through the addition
of a 16,500-sq-ft hangar at Paris Le Bourget Airport in France. That facility supplements a FAST unit that the company
added in 2017 at Le Bourget. Zimmerman
said the Le Bourget facility, which is based
on the model of its base in Teterboro, New
Jersey, would not qualify as a full-service
center but provide easy access for AOG
and quick service items in the region.
Meanwhile, Gulfstream also gets significant support from its sister company

Jet Aviation, which is authorized to support Gulfstream aircraft at numerous
locations within Europe such as in Basel,
Geneva, and Vienna. And along with
those at Le Bourget, FAST technicians are
located throughout at least a half-dozen
other locations in Europe.
Zimmerman called the additions of
the FAST units one of the more significant changes Gulfstream has incorporated over nearly the past decade. “We
are really building out that capability,”
he said, adding they are part of a recognition that many customers do not want
to travel far for minor repairs, in addition
to a need to be able to reach grounded
aircraft as quickly as possible.
The central FAST coordination facility,
based at Gulfstream’s main support facility in Savannah, is staffed 24/7. FAST units
were dispatched to nearly 2,000 events in
the past year, and Gulfstream has worked
to help owners understand the full scope
of capabilities.
The mobile units are augmented by two
U.S.-based FAST aircraft (G150s) that are
collectively logging thousands of flight
hours a year. The goal is to keep them
constantly moving, Rivera said. They
carry parts, personnel, tools, and anything
else that might be necessary for support.
Along with building out its service capabilities through facilities and people, Gulfstream is evolving its approach to support
through big data. “It’s a big thing for us.
To me its one of the next-step functions
in our ability to keep customer aircraft flying,” Zimmerman said. A key advantage of
the new clean-sheet models is Gulfstream
engineers have been able to build smart
systems into the architecture of the aircraft that can query and monitor health
trends, he said. Technologies designed for
the Gulfstream G650 have been carried
forward to the G500 and G600. “Now
we’re able to retrieve from the aircraft
and query the aircraft for thousands of
individual data points,” he said, adding
this “allows us to develop capabilities to
predict and ultimately prevent in-service
AOG events.”
He cited as an example an electrical
component that might be “drifting” from
its electrical draw would be discovered
and changed proactively between flights
so it does not impact operations.
With the G650 in operation for more
than six years and the fleet approaching
350, Gulfstream has begun to accumulate
a broad set of data that is statistically
meaningful, he added.
That is combined with computerized
maintenance tracking programs. “Between
what the airplane is telling us and what the
maintenance records are telling us, combined, they are very powerful” and provide
new approaches to support that Gulfstream
previously wasn’t able to do, he said. n
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Bombardier unveils updated Challenger 350
by James Wynbrandt
Bombardier announced at EBACE 2019
a suite of performance and cabin and
cockpit enhancements for the Challenger
350, on track for implementation in the
super-midsize jet this year. The upgrades
“reflect our longstanding commitment to
continuously innovate and boost the performance” of the 300-series Challengers,
said David Coleal, president of Bombardier Aviation (BBA; Booth Z125, SD 400).
The performance enhancements
improve the CL350’s range when departing from short fields up to 1,500 nm,
achieved in part by better rudder authority and beefed-up braking action. That will
enable the updated jet to operate from
Santa Monica, California’s recently shortened runway (now 3,500 feet), for example, complementing its steep approach
certifications from EASA, the FAA, and
Transport Canada received last year.
“When you engage this steep approach
procedure, you have to engage the
inhibitor for the terrain awareness, to
let the aircraft know you’re about to
do a maneuver that’s a bit more steep
than usual, but apart from that, there’s
no physical change to the aircraft,” said

Mathieu Noel, Bombardier Business Aircraft director of product strategy and
design. “There are no air brakes or spoilers as some other aircraft had to use to
get into that airport.”
In the cabin, improved acoustical

insulation reduces the CL350’s already
low sound level by 1 to 2 dB SIL, and as
much as 4-5 dB SIL lower than previous
CL300 models, making it quietest in class
according to Bombardier. “The insulation
technology we use in the 350 has been

completely rethought,” said Noel, adding,
“We pay a lot of attention to local sources
of noise.”
On the flight deck, a newly introduced
lightweight head-up display (HUD) and
enhanced vision system (EVS)—also
available as retrofits for in-service models—allow pilots to look forward in all
phases of flight. The three-sensor EVS is
the most advanced system in the supermid category, according to Bombardier,
and has the ability to capture LED lights,
which has been a challenge for traditional
EVS systems.
Both cockpit and cabin incorporate
improved ergonomic and aesthetic
touches throughout.
The CL350—which Bombardier calls
the world’s best-selling business jet
based on total sales of 300-series jets
over the past decade—is the only aircraft in its category that can fly full
range (3,200 nm, London-New York
nonstop) with a full passenger load,
even as it boasts the lowest operating
cost in class, according to the company.
Last year it was “the most-delivered
aircraft in the market,” with 60 handed
over, representing more than 50 percent
of super-midsize purchases, said Noel.
“It’s gotten to a level of reliability and
operating economics that is extremely
valuable to a lot of customers.”
n
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Gulfstream receives FAA
steep-approach approvals
by Curt Epstein
(HUD). G280 pilots who have been specially trained and have received a letter
of authorization from the U.S. agency will
now be able to land their EFVS-equipped
G280s without using natural vision to see
the runway, relying instead on the imagery
presented on the HUD.
“This approval enables our G280 operators to land in more weather conditions,
limiting delays or rerouting,” explained
Colin Miller, Gulfstream’s recently-named
senior vice president of innovation, engineering, and flight. “The Gulfstream EFVS
significantly improves safety by increasing a pilot’s situational awareness at night
and during low-visibility conditions.”
The G280, whose fleet now numbers
more than 165, joins its newer, larger sibling G500 as the only aircraft in the world
to receive the EFVS touchdown and rollout certification. Approval is pending on
the G650/650ER, G550, and G450, while
the G600 will offer the capability upon
entry into service later this year.
Savannah, Georgia-based Gulfstream
(Booth T139, SD406) brought its entire
product family to EBACE—comprising
the G280, G550, G500, G600, and flagship Gulfstream G650ER—for customer
viewing. “Customers in Europe have long
recognized Gulfstream as the leader in
providing high-performing, technologically advanced aircraft with an exquisite
passenger environment,” said Burns.
“Europe continues to be a strong market
for Gulfstream, and we look forward to
another successful EBACE.”
n

MARK WAGNER

Gulfstream has received FAA certification on its G650 and G650ER for steep
approaches, the airframer announced on
Monday at EBACE 2019. After successfully demonstrating its steep-approach
capabilities last year, the type can now
access challenging airports such as London City (LCY), which requires the additional certification due to its short runway
and noise-abatement requirements.
This approval, which covers the 350plus G650s in service, also opens the
aircraft up for use in mountainous area
airports such as Lugano, which also has
a short runway in the mouth of a valley,
requiring similar approach characteristics.
The G650—which recently completed
the fastest and longest-range business jet
flight in history, eclipsing the previous
Singapore-Tucson, Arizona record by 44
minutes—has tallied more than 90 citypair speed records. “With the G650ER’s
proven performance, our customers consistently arrive first to their destinations
and now have even more flexibility,” said
Mark Burns, the airframer’s president. “We
are committed to providing options for
traveling, unhindered, to the most remote
destinations. Speed and range combined
with steep–approach certification ensure
customers save countless hours per year.”
Gulfstream also noted that its
super-midsize G280 was approved by the
FAA for touchdown and rollout using the
optional enhanced flight vision system
(EFVS), which consists of an enhanced
vision camera and a head-up display

Airbus Corporate Jets
humidifies ACJ320 cabins

Peter Landquist of CTT (left) and Benoit Defforge of ACJ have combined on technology
that can increase the humidity levels in the ACJ320 family of bizliners. The CTT VIP Inflight
Humidification system can achieve humidity readings of better than 20 percent.

Airbus Corporate Jets (Booth Z55) is
working with CTT Systems to increase
the humidity of its ACJ320 family. On
Tuesday at EBACE 2019, the companies
announced the signing of an MOU on a
cabin humidity system.
Cabin humidity is typically low in
bizliner cabins, Airbus Corporate Jets
said, but added CTT’s aircraft humidity
control systems can increase humidity to
better than 20 percent by the continuous
introduction of moisture. This improves
the comfort level throughout the aircraft
cabin, the company said.
“Introducing the option of better cabin
humidification is part of our focus on continually improving the travel experience,”
said Airbus Corporate Jets president Benoit Defforge. The system will particularly
benefit passengers on long-haul flights,
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reducing dry air-related problems such as
fatigue, jet lag, red eyes, dry skin, and the
spread of viruses. Increased humidity further improves sleep, the company added.
The CTT VIP Inflight Humidification
system uses evaporating cooling technology to avoid the transfer of bacteria
and improve air quality. Offering total
anti-condensation protection, the system combines a dryer to avoid moisture
build-up in insulation blankets and provides for balanced humidity.
“Our shared goal is to create evenly
distributed humidification through the
VIP cabins of ACJs, while minimizing the
potable water needed, bringing the benefit of our airliner experience to the world
of private jets in an optimized and economic way,” said Peter Landquist, v-p of
sales and marketing at CTT.
K.L.
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Racing legend, aviation
champion Niki Lauda dies
On Monday, Formula 1 racing legend and
aviation entrepreneur Niki Lauda “passed
away peacefully,” said his family. He had
undergone a lung transplant in August,
and had spent a period in hospital with
influenza in January.
Lauda is perhaps best known for his
near-miraculous recovery from horrific
burns and lung damage sustained during
a crash in his Ferrari at the Nürburgring
during the German Grand Prix on Aug. 1,
1976. He recovered to regain the world
championship in the following season,
having first taken the crown in 1975. He
became champion again in 1984, driving for
McLaren. Lauda remained a well-known
figure on the F1 scene, later becoming a
non-executive director of the dominant
Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport team.
Lauda’s major contribution to aviation began with the creation of Lauda
Air, which started operations in 1985 as a
charter and air taxi service and grew into

a major airline, which was bought by Austrian Airlines in 2000. In late 2003, Lauda
launched the Niki airline, which was
merged with Air Berlin in 2011.
In 2018 he launched his third airline,
LaudaMotion, taking over business jet
operator Amira Air and assuming the
operations of Niki following Air Berlin’s
collapse. He sold his minority stake to
Ryanair in December. In March, the airline
was rebranded simply as Lauda and continues to fly low-cost services throughout
Europe with a fleet of Airbus A320/321s.
Lauda himself was a popular character
on the business aviation scene, notably in
his role as a brand ambassador for Bombardier Business Aircraft. A rated commercial pilot with more than 18,000 hours’
experience, Lauda acquired a Learjet 36
in 1979 and owned a series of Bombardier products, including a Global 5000
and 6000. In March, he took delivery of
a Global 7500.
n

Niki Lauda,
left, celebrated
with Peter
Likoray, senior
v-p Bombardier
Business
Aircraft, after
placing his order
for his thenGlobal 7000 at
EBACE 2015.

DAVID McINTOSH

by David Donald

Collaborating teams from Bombardier and F/List announced plans for a new interior
repair and refurb shop at the airframer’s London Biggin Hill service center. Bombardier
has a long-standing relationship with the Austrian interiors specialist.

Bombardier and F/List team at Biggin Hill
Bombardier (Booth Z125; SD400)
announced at EBACE 2019 a major
enhancement of its London Biggin Hill
service center with the addition of a new
interior repair and refurbishment shop to
be developed in partnership with Austrian
interiors specialist F/List (Booth V115). Close
to 3,000 sq ft of the Biggin Hill facility will
be modified to accommodate the new interiors shop, which will provide a full spectrum of offerings from touch-ups to full
cabin refurbishment. The Biggin Hill interiors shop is expected to be operational “in
coming months,” Bombardier said.
The Canadian airframer and F/List
enjoy a longstanding relationship, with
the Austrian company having installed
significant interior components, including
flooring, veneers, cabinetry, and showers on various Bombardier platforms for

more than a decade. “Customer satisfaction is always a top priority at Bombardier
and the new interior shop will enhance
reliability and expectations, further
strengthening support to our customers,”
said Bombardier v-p and general manager of customer experience Jean-Christophe Gallagher. F/List CEO Katharina
List-Nagl called the collaboration “an
enormous, important milestone, not only
in the aftermarket segment but also for
our partnership with Bombardier.”
In addition to Biggin Hill, Bombardier
has seven line maintenance stations and
11 ground support vehicles across Europe,
as well as a dedicated mobile response
team Challenger 300 aircraft, which
supplements parts shipments from Bombardier’s European distribution hub in
Frankfurt, Germany.
J.W.

Pearl 15 deliveries starting
for Global 5500 and 6500
by James Wynbrandt
Rolls-Royce (Booth X115) is ramping up
production of its new Pearl 15 engine and
the first sets of production-standard powerplants have been delivered to Bombardier
for installation on the launch platforms,
the Bombardier Global 5500 and 6500, the
engine OEM announced on Monday at
EBACE 2019. The Pearl 15, first in a new
line of powerplants from the UK-based
engine manufacturer, was designed and
optimized in partnership with Bombardier
to power both of the new Global models,
which were unveiled at last year’s EBACE
show. The two large-cabin, long-range jets
share the same type certificate.
Manufactured at the Rolls-Royce site
in Dahlewitz, Germany, Pearl 15s have
already been fitted to the first Global
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6500, which is now undergoing completion at the Bombardier Global Completion Center in Dorval, Quebec, Canada.
“We are excited to have successfully taken
this important step in our journey to
develop and produce the first member of
the Pearl engine family,” said Rolls-Royce
director of business aviation Dr. Dirk
Geisinger. “We are now looking forward
to supporting Bombardier as they prepare the aircraft to enter service.” Global
5500/6500 flight testing is on track to
support the jets’ certification and entry Though it fits in the same nacelle as a BR710, R-R’s Pearl 15 is more powerful and efficient.
into service later this year.
The Pearl combines innovations derived more than half a dozen business jet types. It also improves specific fuel consumption
from Rolls-Royce’s Advance2 technology The family has the same nacelle envelope by up to 7 percent, lowers NO2 emissions
demonstrator programs with proven fea- of the BR710 but, with a maximum certified by 20 percent, and is two decibels cumulatures from the BR700 family powering thrust of 15,250 pounds, is more powerful. tively quieter, Rolls-Royce said.
n
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World Fuel
expanding
European
footprint
World Fuel Services (WFS) has expanded
its European presence with the announcement that it has been selected as the fuel
supplier for two French airports. After
signing a contract with Aéroport La
Rochelle-Ile de Ré to become its exclusive
fuel provider six months ago, WFS has
designed, installed, and commissioned
new jet-A1 and Avgas fuel farms, which are
fully compliant with the EU sustainability
criteria that take effect in 2020. The jet-A
tanks come equipped with an innovative
bridger delivery process.
“The last six months have been a
great demonstration of our engineering

DAVID McINTOSH

by Curt Epstein

capabilities,” said company director Mark
Atherton. “We were delighted to have won
the initial tender, but the real reward has
been delivering on our promises and
bringing a new fuel solution to Aéroport
La Rochelle-Ile de Ré in what is considered across the industry to be a fast,

Airbus Corporate Helicopters inks new sale
Airbus Corporate Helicopters (Booth Z55)
has secured an additional order for an
ACH160, increasing the number of sales
for the corporate variations of the company’s newest medium helicopter to 11. The
most recent order was placed by a UK
operator who plans to use the helicopter
for corporate travel.
In all, four of the ACH160s in the order
book are destined for UK operators,
including two that will be handed over to
a privately owned UK company. Further,
an existing private Airbus Helicopters VIP
customer ordered an ACH160 that will be
managed by Isle of Man-based Luviair.
This latest order comes as the H160
remains on pace for certification at the end
of this year. The first of the ACH variants
is anticipated to be handed over a year
later. “This substantial new business for
the ACH160 even before certification is
clearly demonstrating its very high level of

acceptance in the market,” said Frédéric
Lemos, the head of Airbus Corporate Helicopters. “These firm orders from highly
knowledgeable customers are concrete
evidence that the aircraft is addressing the
needs of the most demanding operators.”
Airbus rolled out Airbus Corporate
Helicopters at EBACE 2017, creating an
organization that would be dedicated to
private and business aviation customers
and more closely aligned with its sister
company, Airbus Corporate Jets. Airbus
Corporate Helicopters brings together
engineering support, design specialists,
support specialists, and sales and marketing experts to work directly with private
and business aviation customers.
After its establishment, Airbus Corporate Helicopters logged 54 sales in
2017 and followed that with 68 in 2018.
Lemos said he expects 2019 to remain
relatively flat.
K.L.

efficient, and well-executed turnaround.
The contract and investment from the
airport is recognition of our position as
a top fuel provider in Europe.” The fuel
farms will serve the airport’s business and
general aviation customers as well as the
airlines serving La Rochelle, including Air
France, Easyjet, Flybe, Jet2 and Ryanair.
At Aéroport Strasbourg, the Miami,
Florida-based fuel company recently won
the tender that was released at the end of
2018 to develop a dedicated business aviation fueling infrastructure operating alongside its existing commercial airline service.
The new fuel farm will consist of two 50-m3
jet-A1 tanks with self-serve capability and a
20-m3 jet-A1 truck.
WFS will provide repair and maintenance support for the equipment, as
well as into-plane fueling training for the
FlyingGroup staff that won the tender to
operate a new FBO to be known as Strasbourg Executive SAS. Construction will
begin shortly, with targeted completion
by May 2020. “We will soon begin work
on installing a new fuel farm employing
state-of-the-art equipment,” said Atherton. “We are excited to be part of Aéroport
Strasbourg’s heightened offering for business aviation customers and look forward
to delivering our part of this improvement
in the coming year.”
The fuel company has also officially
launched its revamped and renamed customer loyalty program for its members
and participating locations. Under the
new structure, members in the former FlyBuys Rewards, now World Fuel Rewards,
will now be classified into tiers—blue, silver, diamond, and diamond select—based
on their usage.
“To reduce point-earning confusion,
per customer and partner feedback, we
upgraded the program by adding status
and dramatically expanding eligible products that speed up rewards redemption,”
said Malcolm Hawkins, the company’s
senior vice president of North American
sales, adding that nearly all transactions
in the World Fuel Network recognize loyalty. “For example, points are awarded
every time your pilots go to flight training
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or even when your aircraft is out for maintenance services or fueling. If you use
invoice credits, it’s almost like you are
earning free fuel for non-fuel activity.”
The program is free for schedulers, dispatchers, flight crewmembers, and pilots,
all of whom will see their status in the
program increase based on the number
of points earned, which will also trigger
points multipliers. In addition, participating locations can also provide more
earning opportunities, with points banks
to reward their most loyal customers and
entice new customers to join the network.
At EBACE this week, showgoers can
earn 1,000 bonus points by visiting the
company’s booth (A67) and joining the
World Fuel Rewards program or by showing proof of current membership.
The company also noted that its sponsored Air Elite FBO network has gained two
new members in the Las Vegas, Nevadaarea. Henderson Executive Airport will
be the host of the static display at this
year’s annual NBAA convention, and Clark
County (which operates both airports) has
invested $30 million to create a premier
business aviation center for those visiting
the city. Likewise, at North Las Vegas, the
county recently completed a $2 million
renovation and modernization to its 15,600
sq-ft-terminal. Both airports represent
convenient and economical alternatives
to McCarran International Airport.
The two additions bring the Air Elite
Network to 73 locations worldwide. “In
today’s competitive business and general
aviation market, we recognize the value
of assuring operators and their passengers confidence when visiting an Air Elite
FBO,” said Steve Dryzmalla, WFS senior
vice president for business aviation bulk
fuel sales. “We firmly vet each location
prior to granting them approval to join
the network. North Las Vegas and Henderson Executive airports’ commitment
to their customers and dedication to
elevated service, as well as their upscale
facilities make it apparent these locations are perfectly aligned with the Air
Elite promise, and will make excellent
additions to the network.”
n
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FAI Group
celebrates
30 years of
bizjet ops

News Clips
Jetcraft Shines in Saudi Arabia

FAI Group Learjet 60
special missions on behalf of a major
non-governmental organization.
FAI has a large medical staff on strength
or available on a freelance basis, and
maintains six adult care teams on alert to
respond to emergency missions, able to
mobilize for an alert within three hours
of receipt. Typically, though, the company
gets between 12 and 24 hours notice of an
evacuation mission.
Most missions usually involve the
transfer of one patient, but FAI’s Learjet
60s can admit two stretchers in parallel.
Ten medical kits are maintained by the
company, with a range of medical equipment that is constantly refreshed as new
systems become available. Older medical
equipment is usually traded in or donated
to deserving agencies. The company also
maintains two quick-change incubators
for infant transfer, one held in Nuremberg
and the other in Dubai.
In addition to its air ambulance operations, FAI operates a successful management/charter business, with 95 percent
of its charters being arranged through
brokers. The company specializes in

operations into places such as Africa
due to its air ambulance experience. The
expected Challenger 850 is a notable addition to the charter fleet, as its 14-seat luxury cabin offers similar levels of comfort
to the Global Express but at a fraction of
the cost of the long-range aircraft.
The company also offers a range of
technical services, based on performing MRO work on its own fleet. An
MRO hangar was opened at Nuremberg
in May 2011 and another in 2014. An
additional hangar was recently opened
to provide additional accommodation.
One of the company’s recent projects is
the complete refurbishment of a Global
Express under Project Pearl. Designed
by FAI, the refurbishment centers on
the Collins Aerospace Venue cabin management system.
As part of its extensive portfolio of
services, FAI is an accredited air training
organization. The company has acquired
Challenger 600 and Learjet 35 airframes
that it intends to convert to provide evacuation training and a simulated medical
crew training environment.
n

DAVID McINTOSH

This year, the FAI Aviation Group (Booth
B71) is celebrating 30 years of business
jet operations. The company began as a
private repatriation club in 1987 with two
helicopters (an AS350 and BK117), but
stepped up to business jets two years later
by acquiring a Cessna 500 Citation. A pair
of Falcon 20s followed in 1991.
Today, the company is Germany’s largest business jet operator, with 25 aircraft
on its books that flew 13,500 hours in 2018.
The fleet currently comprises seven Bombardier Global Expresses, five Challenger
604s, and 11 Learjet 60s; and a Beechcraft
Premier 1A and King Air 350. A Challenger
850 is also expected to join the fleet soon.
The company owns 16 of the aircraft, with
the remainder being managed on behalf
of their owners and operated under the
company’s air operator certificate (AOC).
Headquartered at Nuremberg Albrecht
Dürer Airport, FAI (Flight Ambulance
International) is best known for its global
air ambulance operations, which account
for 60 percent of the company’s business
and to which a dedicated fleet of four
Learjets and three Challengers is assigned.
A Global Express is also available for longrange missions, the aircraft being easily
adaptable to air ambulance missions.
The fleet accomplishes nearly 1,000
air-medical missions every year, with the
focus on medium/long-range flights into
what the company terms “difficult areas.”
These began in 2004, with FAI flying

DAVID DONALD

by David Donald

Singles Club

The reliability of a turbine engine married to the “right-size” cabin of a personal airplane makes Piper’s M600 the perfect traveling machine
for the right owner-pilot. And with recast rules on single-engine commercial operations in Europe, the sleek airplane is even more attractive.
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Saudi Arabia is by far the largest private
jet market in the Gulf region, according
to Jetcraft (SD 104), with 150 aircraft
based in the kingdom. “Last year, we saw
the second and third quarters as reduced,
while the market is now stable,” said
Pascal Bachmann, senior vice president
of sales for EMEA. “We expect 2019 to
be a better year for the market than
2018, there is no doubt about that.”
This year, Bachmann expects Saudi
Arabia to be back to normal. “From what
we can see, it looks like the political
situation is going to be stable in 2019,”
he said. “We have resumed discussions
about the sale or purchase of private jets
with clients in Saudi Arabia, and there
is a certain optimism in the market.”
The Middle East usually accounts
for between 8 to 12 percent of the
total number of aircraft sold annually
worldwide. “Every year, we have been
able to sell more than the preceding year.”
Bachman said new rules issued by
the General Authority for Civil Aviation
on domestic aircraft registration
will lead to mergers. “Usually, if you
operate one or two aircraft, it is
difficult to survive; you cannot compete
with the larger players in terms of
economies of scale,” he said.

European Bizav Activity
Slips in April

April business aviation departures
in Europe were similar to those in
March but down 3.1 percent from
April 2018 to 66,165, according to data
and consulting firm WingX’s monthly
Business Aviation Monitor. Over the past
12 months, activity is down 1 percent
compared with the same period a
year ago. “Business aviation activity
slowed further this month, reinforcing
the impression that European demand
has stalled since Q4 2018,” WingX
managing director Richard Koe said.
There were 5 percent fewer business
jet flights in April, with an 8 percent
decline in privately filed flights. Among
size categories, small and midsize jets
had the greatest decline, particularly in
France, the UK, and Switzerland. Largejet activity in the region was down 3
percent from April 2018, with the steepest
drops occurring in Turkey (21 percent),
Spain (13 percent), and Germany and
France (nearly 10 percent). It was flat
in the UK and up 5 percent in Italy.
The declines in April business aviation
activity were noted among a couple
of Europe’s largest cities as well, with
London seeing a 5 percent decrease
and Paris a 16 percent decrease—20
percent in small jets alone.
WingX noted that the declines were
mostly reserved for flights within
Europe, while those to North America
and Africa “were well up this month.”
Flights to the Middle East and AsiaPacific, however, continued to fall.
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Avfuel dealer network has
strong European base |

by Curt Epstein

U.S.-based fuel provider Avfuel has continued to strengthen its worldwide network of
fueling locations, having added 13 branded
FBOs and 138 contract fueling locations in

the first quarter of the year, bringing it to
more than 650 branded FBOs and 3,000
fueling locations globally. The company has
once again invited a large contingent of that
network to exhibit at EBACE. Seven
FBO companies, representing 50
full-service locations, will be represented in Geneva, including Avflight
(21 FBOs), Sheltair (18 FBOs), Duncan Aviation (four FBOs), Castle &
Cooke Aviation (three FBOs), Fargo
Jet Center and its affiliated Premier
Jet Center, Banyan Air Service, and
SouthAir in Iceland.
Those FBO locations trace a
route from Europe across the U.S. to
the Pacific Ocean and beyond. Aircraft traveling to North America that
require a tech stop before reaching
the mainland will find SouthAir at
Keflavik International Airport. On
the east coast of the U.S., Sheltair
operates 17 facilities in New York,
Florida, and Georgia, ready to handle the unique needs of international
operations. Through the central U.S.,
Sheltair’s newest location in Colorado can provide a quick cross-country stop, as can the Fargo Jet Center,
an optimum choice on the Great Circle route, with 24/7 service and U.S.
Customs. On the West Coast, Castle
& Cooke Aviation offers two convenient locations, at Los Angeles-area
Van Nuys Airport and at Everett,
Wash. If Hawaii is in your travel
plans, Castle & Cooke also services
aircraft out of its facility in Honolulu.
In the Caribbean, Blue Heron
Aviation at Providenciales International Airport in the Turks and
Caicos Islands is one of the latest FBOs to join Avfuel’s branded
dealer network. For customers
with a more northerly destination,
Avfuel affiliate company Avflight
made its first foray into Canada
earlier this year when it acquired
an FBO at Winnipeg’s airport,
which as a point of entry provides
customs and 24-hour service.
This afternoon, Avfuel and Duncan Aviation will host a champagne
reception for showgoers at their
booth (E89). “Attending events such
as EBACE has proven to be invaluable for Avfuel and its customers,”
said Marci Ammerman, the Ann
Arbor, Michigan company’s vice president of marketing. “It’s how we’ve
grown over the years: making connections, listening to the needs, and
adapting our services accordingly. As
much as we enjoy educating people
on our services and telling our story,
we gain invaluable insight on how to
support industry challenges.”
n
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DAHER

Version 3 of the Me & My
TBM app for Daher TBM
owners and operators can
now show aircraft status
(fuel, oil, and battery
voltage) and detailed
flight analysis from
engine start to shut down.
It also allows pilots to
share flight data on social
media.

Daher updates Me & My TBM
by Chad Trautvetter
Daher released the latest version of its
Me & My TBM app, which adds new
system parameters and flight analysis
feedback features, last month at Aero
Friedrichshafen 2019. Noting that this
is the third iteration of the company’s
app for TBM pilots and owners since
launching it a year ago, Daher airplane
business unit senior v-p Nicolas Chabbert quipped, “So I guess this makes us a
software company now.”
Enhancements include aircraft status (fuel, oil, and battery voltage), flight

reporting with an enhanced logbook that
provides a detailed flight analysis from
engine start to shut down, and ability
to share flight data on social media. It
also now provides an analysis of landing
approaches, complete with a profile graph.
In addition, trophies can be earned in the
app by attending airshows.
Another new feature is a banner for
CAMP computerized maintenance tracking on the app’s home page, highlighting the remaining days or flight hours
before the next scheduled maintenance

operation/inspection. Version 3 also
includes a direct link to Daher’s TBM
Care support resource.
“By evolving the app, we’re enhancing
the TBM flying experience and motivating
pilots in the TBM community to further
develop their piloting skills,” said Chabbert.

All TBMs delivered since January 2018 are
outfitted with a wireless flight data retrieval
and transfer solution compatible with the
Me & My TBM app. For earlier-production
TBMs, Daher (Booth P99) said the Bad Elf
Wombat portable SD card reader can wirelessly transmit data for use by the app n

LunaJets is ‘Best Employer’ once again
LunaJets has been named a “Best
Employer 2019 in Switzerland” among
companies under 70 employees by Swiss
financial and economics magazine Bilan
for the second consecutive year, the
Geneva-based business aircraft charter
operator announced last month. Selection for the award is based on human
resources practices in 11 categories.
“This award calls on us to continue
challenging ourselves to be even more
innovative, and we will continue to implement new employee benefits to maintain
enthusiasm and loyalty,” said LunaJets
CEO Eymeric Segard. “A fulfilled employee
delivers better service.”
Employee benefits are at the core of
receiving the award, according to LunaJets (Booth Z19). It provides training and

development to employees, offers flexible
hours for work-life balance, and maintains
a pet-friendly office. Monthly massages by
a professional masseuse; a fully equipped
gym; a company car; and a kitchen stocked
with snacks, fresh fruit, and smoothies are
also among its employee amenities. This
year it added perks such as an on-site hairdresser every six weeks, go-cart outings,
free Pilates and CrossFit classes, and a
three-day company ski retreat to Chamonix for team-building and relaxation.
LunaJets business development and
sales director Alain Leboursier said the
award also serves as an effective recruiting
tool for job candidates. “Although our outstanding company practices are a given to
us, it’s nice to receive this recognition from
external professionals,” he added.
J.S.
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Daher’s upgraded TBM 940
wins EASA certification

DAVID McINTOSH

by Curt Epstein

Dassault Falcon 6X preps
for service entry in 2022
by James Wynbrandt
Critical design review of Dassault’s Falcon 6X was completed this month and the
aircraft is on track for entry into service
in 2022, the company said on Monday at
EBACE 2019. Meanwhile, manufacture of
major parts has commenced, with assembly of the first aircraft expected early next
year and first flight in 2021.
“Completing the design review this
month and releasing the aircraft to the
manufacturing process is a significant
milestone,” said Dassault Aviation CEO
Eric Trappier. “It demonstrates our confidence in the airframe and engine design as
well as in the collaborative process we have
put in place with our global partners.”
Parts currently in production at Dassault and partner plants include the
fuselage frame, skin panels, and wings.
Fuselage panels are produced at Dassault’s facility in Argenteuil, France, near
Paris, and wing panels at Seclin, near Lille.
Dassault is using both a physical and a virtual plateau development process.
During the physical plateau phase, which
took place in 2018, engineers from Dassault
and 20 main suppliers worked together at
the company’s Saint Cloud, France headquarters, where they focused on aligning the
interfaces between major aircraft systems.
Since the start of the virtual plateau phase,
which began in the fall, development teams
have been working from their home locations and sharing a central digital mockup
of the aircraft design in real time. Advanced
virtual reality (VR) tools allow them to
closely examine system and component
placement from perspectives not available
on previous aircraft programs.
At some production sites, including
Mérignac, near Bordeaux, where final
assembly will take place, and Little Rock,
Arkansas, which will handle cabin completions, engineers and manufacturing teams
are now working together in satellite plateaus, preparing for work to come in subsequent production and testing phases.
The cabin, at 8 foot 6 inches wide
and 6 foot 6 inches high, has the largest

cross-section of a business jet designed
for the purpose, and will incorporate
robust noise-suppression systems, based
on experience with the Falcon 8X. The
all-new cockpit will feature a thirdgeneration EASy III flight deck with Dassault’s FalconEye Combined Vision System—the first head-up display to combine
enhanced and synthetic vision capabilities,
according to Dassault—already certified to
100-foot reduced minima on the Falcon 8X,
900LX, and 2000 series. A FalconSphere II
electronic flight bag is standard.
With a maximum range of 5,500 nm
(10,186 km), the 6X will be capable of flying directly from Los Angeles to London,
São Paulo to Chicago, or Paris to Beijing
at Mach 0.85. Its ultra-efficient wing minimizes the impact of turbulence and a
next-generation digital flight control system controls all moving surfaces. They
include flaperons, which considerably
improve control during approach, especially on steep descents, Dassault said.
The wing, as on previous Falcon models, is optimized for both high- and lowspeed performance; leading-edge slats
and trailing-edge flaps yield low takeoff
and approach speeds, which will permit
the 6X, with partial fuel loads, to access
airports with runways of less than 3,000
feet, as well as operate at airports requiring steep approaches such as London City
and Lugano, Italy.
The 13,000- to 14,000-pound-thrust
Pratt & Whitney Canada (PWC) PurePower PW812D engines that will power
the new Falcon have accumulated nearly
1,000 hours of runtime on the Pratt test
bench in Montreal, Canada, using five
development engines. Almost all high-risk
engine tests have been completed, Trappier said. PWC has accumulated more
than 13,000 hours to date on the variant
of the geared turbofan (GTF) core at the
heart of the Dassault-specific PW812D.
The GTF core is shared by 16 different
engine applications that have amassed
more than 585,000 flight hours in all. n

Daher’s newest member of its TBM family,
the 940, has received EASA certification,
the French airframer announced on Monday at EBACE 2019. According to Nicolas
Chabbert, senior vice president of the
OEM’s airplane business unit, the first
delivery will take place on or about June 3
to a European customer.
He acknowledged that the vast majority
of the to-date orders for the TBM 940 are
from customers in North America. “The
next step for us is to get the validation
from the FAA, and this is a process which
is a little bit delayed,” Chabbert said. “So
our customers with the American registry are waiting a little bit longer than we
anticipated for this FAA validation, but it
is coming.” He told AIN that the aircraft
will be flown to the U.S. in the coming
weeks for evaluation.
The 940, which replaces the 930 in the
company’s line-up, features enhanced
flight management, including autothrottle
and an intuitive smart single gauge, making
it the world’s first production turboprop
under 12,500 pounds with an autothrottle.
Daher claims the improved performance
gives the 940 about 15 percent better fuel
economy than its TBM 850 from 2006.
It also has new functionality through
its Garmin GWX 70 radar, including turbulence detection. The airplane, along
with its sibling TBM 910, is additionally
equipped with a new automatic icing
detection system. “Once you have this
auto switch on, basically you don’t need to
care about anything since the ice detector
is going to be picking up any ice and turning on all of your deicing systems for you,”
explained Chabbert. “That is definitely a
safety device for a single pilot. You forget, you just don’t pay attention. Well, the
system is there to supplement you nicely.”
Both aircraft now offer upgraded cabin
amenities, including new personal tablet
storage, two additional USB power outlets, a universal 115V power outlet, and
insulation foam on all panels. For the 910,

the company continues to offer upgrades
with the latest being the Garmin G100NXi
package for the G1000 avionics suite,
which offers Surface Watch to help pilots
maintain situational awareness in the airport environment, visual approach assistance to non-tower airports, and Baro
V-Nav which allows precision approaches
to be flown with vertical guidance. Chabbert expects more than 120 customers will
choose the upgrade.
Daher has made 274 deliveries of the
900-series, including the TBM 900, 910,
and 930 models. As of April 30, it had
received total orders for 304 of the TBM
900 series. As it anticipates the first delivery of the 940, Daher has delivered 936
TBMs dating back to the TBM700A, which
have amassed more than 1.6 million flight
hours. North America has accounted for
the majority, with 716 deliveries, while 159
of the speedy turboprop singles have been
delivered in Europe. In 2018, the European TBM fleet made more than 16,000
flights, accounting for 10 percent of all
turboprop usage in the region.
Chabbert noted the company continues
to improve its Me and My TBM application, which is now in its third iteration
since its launch last year. It monitors aircraft health and serves as a communication platform for the TBM community. It
also provides instant access to the manufacturer’s care and AOG teams.
Daher participated in the sustainable
alternative jet fuel fly-in ahead of EBACE,
with its TBM910 refueling at CaenCarpiquet Airport (one of three in Europe
that received shipments of the renewable
fuel to support aircraft heading for the
show) for the 318-nm flight to Geneva.
According to Daher CEO Didier Kayat,
80 percent of the family-owned company’s overall business is now in aerospace
and it is the only aircraft manufacturer
that also serves as a Tier 1 aerostructure
supplier. He noted that Daher sold 50
TBMs last year.
n

Daher will hand
over the first
TBM 940 early
next month.
U.S. deliveries
await FAA
approval.
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Universal Avionics cites
growth in upgrade activity
by Matt Thurber
As European airports continue to adopt
localizer performance with vertical
guidance (LPV) approaches, aircraft
operators are upgrading their avionics to take advantage of this capability.
LPV approaches provide precision similar to that of an ILS approach without the need to install expensive and
maintenance-intensive equipment at
each runway end.
Universal Avionics is seeing more operators opting to upgrade their UNS flight
management system (FMS) to the latest
version, with one of the key benefits being
the ability to fly LPV approaches.
At EBACE, Universal Avionics, a subsidiary of Elbit Systems, is highlighting
its latest Space-based augmentation
systems (SBAS) FMSs, as well as its
InSight integrated flight deck and ClearVision enhanced flight vision system
(EFVS) with the SkyLens head-wearable
head-up display (HUD). Demonstrations of InSight and ClearVision are
available at the Universal Avionics
exhibit (Booth Z34).
On the FMS upgrade front, said Robert
Clare, director of business aviation and
OEM sales, “There is a large population
of aircraft that are the target group. A lot
of them have legacy FMSs that have been
operating for years, for example, many
Citations and Learjets came from the factory with some sort of UNS FMS dating

back to the 1990s, and they are going to
have to do something. We’ve captured a
good percentage of them, but there still is
a large percentage that need an upgrade.”
Universal Avionics dealers in Europe
are “seeing a lot of activity” for upgrading FMSs on Citation 550 and 560 models, Learjet 31s and 45s, and some Falcons
and Gulfstreams. Dealer Heli-One is
busy upgrading Airbus Super Pumas with
ADS-B Out for service over the North Sea.
A major advantage to an FMS upgrade,
besides LPV capability is that, when
coupled with the proper transponder, this adds ADS-B Out. European
operators have been slow to upgrade,
even though Europe’s ADS-B Out mandate starts after June 7, 2020. Clare
explained that ADS-B Out upgrades are
accelerating in Europe, given the FAA’s
clear message that the U.S. mandate is
not going to be extended. “Now we’ll
see more of the European community
start getting their aircraft in for ADS-B
and LPV,” he said.
Another advantage that comes with
the Universal Avionics FMS, especially
when coupled with its UniLink communications management unit, is the ability to take advantage of NextGen and
Sesar performance-based navigation.
This includes LPV approaches but also
PRNAV and texting-style controller pilot
data link communications (CPDLC)

Universal Avionics is spotlighting its InSight integrated flight deck.
such as Data Comm and digital clearances in the U.S. and ATN B1 (formerly
Link 2000+) in Europe.
Owners of legacy Universal Avionics FMSs can trade them in for partial credit towards a new FMS. “We’re
also—on certain aircraft types—offering competitor trade-ins,” said Clare.
Universal Avionics has partnered with
Collins Aerospace to supply its TDRseries transponder and a UNS FMS in a
package discount, for aircraft originally
equipped with the Collins transponder.
To help dealers and aircraft operators, Universal Avionics has developed
a data-pairing package that supports

only the city itself—a global center for
technological innovation—but also the
nearby horse-racing center of Newmarket. The financial district of London is
around an hour’s drive away, and a helicopter interlining service is available.
The future of this business aviation
element of Cambridge’s activities has
not been disclosed.
In the meantime, the company continues to invest in its Cambridge MRO
facility, with £30 million ($38.2 million)
earmarked for infrastructure investchief executive. “At this stage, we have ment over the next five years. The Cama number of potential locations in mind, bridge airport site is being proposed for
but are still some way away from making development under the city’s local plan
any definitive decisions.”
from 2030.
Cranfield, Duxford, and Wyton are the
Established as Marshall of Cambridge
preferred options, McPhee said, adding, in 1909, the company began operations
“We will work with all three locations in the motor trade, but opened a flying
over the coming months to further assess school at an airfield known as Fen Dittheir feasibility.”
ton in 1929. Modification and repair work
Marshall conducts business jet MRO began soon after, leading to today’s busiwork at Cambridge, including the mod- ness at the Teversham site, which includes
ification of special-mission Bombardier a specialty in large aircraft such as the
Globals, and also hosts an ExecuJet Lockheed Hercules, and major MRO, engiFBO and ground handling service. neering development and production conBusiness aviation traffic has grown at tracts for the UK Ministry of Defence and
Cambridge in recent years, serving not 15 overseas air arms.
n

Despite plans to shut
down the airport it has
operated since before
World War II, Marshall
Aerospace and Defence
Group is still investing
in infrastructure as it
assesses new options.
The airport is to close in a
little more than a decade.

Cambridge Airport to close
permanently by 2030
by David Donald
Cambridge International Airport is slated
to close by 2030, with airport operator
Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group
looking to relocate its major engineering
operations to a new site, the company said
last week. Marshall opened the airport in
1937 at Teversham and has continuously
operated the airfield there.
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“It is still very early days but we know
that finding the right airfield location
that will give us the necessary space and
flexibility to support our planned growth,
which is close enough to Cambridge to
enable us to retain and attract talent, will
be a complex and time-consuming task,”
said Alistair McPhee, Marshall ADG’s
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field approvals for ADS-B Out upgrades
for Honeywell and Collins transponders coupled with UNS FMSs. This
speeds up the process because dealers
don’t need to develop a separate STC,
and they can use the package, which
includes wiring diagrams, instructions
for continuous airworthiness templates, and other pertinent documents
to do the installation.
“A few years ago we started getting lots
of inquiries on how we can help make
installations and the certification process
easier,” said Clare. “We came up with this
to help the community.”
n

WE TRANSFORM TRAVEL
At Citadel Completions, we seamlessly design and install unique customized interior aircraft solutions
elevating the travel experience to the highest level of luxury, comfort and exclusivity. We’re dedicated
to delivering the ultimate luxpedition by redefining the perspective of private air travel through an
unprecedented vision of creativity, manufacturing and engineering.
We welcome you to stop by Booth #W71 to learn about our vision for private air travel first-hand.

www.citadelcompletions.com
Copyright © 2019 Citadel Completions LLC. All rights reserved.

AMAC’s Hangar 5 project
addresses growing needs
by Ian Sheppard

DAVID McINTOSH

Basel, Switzerland-based completions will be 450,000 sq m and there will be
and MRO facility AMAC Aerospace 22,000 sq m of additional apron, taking
(Booth I115) has finalized plans for a fifth
the current 41,000 sq m up to 63,000 sq
hangar, having experienced considerable m total apron space for parking in front of
growth as well as interest from Canadian
the AMAC hangar line. There will also be
OEM Bombardier in having a hangar that a new taxiway link from the main runway
is dedicated to its Challenger and Global “within 300 to 400 meters of our facility.”
families. AMAC Aerospace CEO Bernd He reflected, “Ten years ago, this was
Schramm said the investment will be
farmland and with Geneva and Zurich
about €18 million ($20 million).
saturated in terms of space, Basel has a
“We’re building Hangar 5 and it will lot of land available for development.”
be a big highlight for us at EBACE,” said
Muhiddin noted AMAC has around 750
AMAC director of business development employees at Basel and as a group has
and marketing Waleed Muhiddin. “The around 1,000 employees over a total of six
AMAC upper management and Basel Air- locations with seven hangars. The other
port approved construction last month locations are its sister company JCB Aero
and it will take one year. The new hangar in Auch, west of Toulouse; Zurich; Istanwill allow us to cater for the 800 or so bul; and a regional sales office in Beirut
Bombardier business jets flying around
that is currently dormant. He said the two
the region.” It also means AMAC will add hangars at Istanbul Bodrum Airport seraround 100 new high-skilled jobs at Basel vice Pilatus aircraft (AMAC is the agent
over the next 12 to 18 months, he added.
for the Middle East for the PC-12 NG turEric Hoegen, director of completion boprop and now also the PC-24 jet) and
sales and key account management, told Dassault as an authorized service center.
AIN, “It’s been a very good year for us so
far and it was excellent last year, too. The
Driven by Connectivity
With MRO activity ramping up in the European market, AMAC’s decision to build Hangar 5 in
MRO business and completions are both Hoegen said of the business in Basel, “2019 Basel reflects confidence in the future. The hangar will be dedicated to Bombardier aircraft.
doing well. In maintenance we’ve never sold has started very well and we have seen
as many hours—we have around 25 aircraft some combined projects—being base installed 12 Ka-band systems last year— under a Greenpoint STC and it has
in maintenance, from bizjets to widebodies. maintenance in combination with cabin we did the first in 2017…[and] from the been arranged so the aircraft can stay
Now there has to be a lead time, especially upgrades. The highlight has been connec- design organization perspective we are at AMAC for the installation.
on the widebody side—we have five wide- tivity—everybody wants broadband con- the company that has created the most
Muhiddin also reported that AMAC has
body slots, more than any competitor. It’s nectivity that’s just like at home, so we’re STCs—we now have nine different types.” “signed up two customers for [Boeing 737]
the first time for us having all five always seeing 10, 20 or even 30 Mbps in the cabin.
Regarding price of installation for a Max completions—one Max 8 and one
occupied over the past six months.”
It’s never been there in the past.”
Ka-band system, including that for the Max 9. “The first has not yet been delivAs for the new hangar announced this
He noted that AMAC was recognized required large antenna, Hoegen said, ered from Boeing but we’ve done fullweek at EBACE 2019, Muhiddin said it by Honeywell as its strongest seller. “We “For the whole system you’re looking scale cabin mockups for the customers.
at around $1.25 million now” and “for For the Max 8, the principal has already
installation we’re down to about four been here twice to see the mockup and
weeks…the first one took eight weeks.” made a lot of changes.” On the grounding
Typically, AMAC does a Ka-band sys- of the Max, Schramm said both projects
tem install “during a C-check or a cabin were continuing and for the Max 8 “the
upgrade,” as the cabin is being removed customer is aware there might be a delay
anyway and all the cable runs can be
to his aircraft.”
done. Muhiddin added, “This business
Hoegen was keen to stress how useopportunity extends to other MROs
ful having a cabin completion mockup
too—the STCs are available for sale for is. “It’s a very important message to
other MROs, with tools and instructions.” customers—we can do a 3D computerIn terms of current work, he said, generated walk-through but on that you
“The biggest news is we got the [VIP] can’t see if it works for the owner—it’s
ACJ320neo for Acropolis—we’re very hard to see if the ergonomics works—
much involved in the certification and for example, that you can get up from
delivery. The aircraft is with us now and
a divan without knocking your head on
we will install Ka-band, and the client an overhead bin. And it means you don’t
chose our STC not the Airbus one, as have to fix the problems later, which is
the forward antenna position gives bet- where it gets expensive.”
ter coverage.” Delivery to Acropolis is
On Monday at EBACE 2019, Schramm
due in October, he added.
said another focus at the show would
When AIN visited the facility last be its A350 XWB design by Pininfarina.
month, a VIP 747-8I had been stripped This can be seen at the company’s booth
out and some items were being fit- during the show. He also noted that
ted, such as cabin dehumidifiers. “We AMAC is now offering installations of
are installing eight overhead sleeping the Elbit FlightShield laser countermeacompartments in the aft fuselage too,” sures system, used by Israeli airline El Al.
When Aérospatiale added a second engine to its AS360 single in 1975, it made history. More said Muhiddin, during a tour of the air- “Some of the Elbit team is at EBACE with
than 1,000 AS365 twins have been built, making the now-Airbus Dauphin an industry staple.
craft. The Aeroloft installation comes
us,” said Muhiddin.
n

Disco-era Dauphin
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TRUSTED TO
CREATE THE
OUTSTANDING

Aircrafted for you
It takes experience to translate a visionary idea into an exceptional private jet. With Lufthansa
Technik, you can rely on a long tradition of customizing aircraft interiors and an all-encompassing
portfolio of services. The combination of excellent engineering and craftsmanship transforms your
personal dream into a flying work of art that is truly unique. And we also support you in the operation
of your aircraft with every service you might need.
Enter a world of possibilities, visit lufthansa-technik.com/vip
Lufthansa Technik AG | Call us: +49 40 5070 5553 | marketing@lht.dlh.de | lufthansa-technik.com/vip

Global Jet Capital sees
uptick in leases and loans
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Global Jet Capital (GJC, Booth Z115), has like other countries in the region, the
seen an increase in activity in early 2019 focus for users remains on the tradifor both new and preowned aircraft, with
tional favorite models: the long-range,
demand principally focused on long- large-cabin aircraft. Additionally, we’ve
range, large-cabin aircraft, according to
observed growth in demand for the
Simon Davies, vice president of sales for financing solutions that we specialize
the UK, Middle East, and India.
in—both leases and debt products—ver“Relative to the market, the Middle East sus strictly paying cash.”
has shown signs of shaking off the malThe Indian market continues to remain
aise that hit in late 2018 with resurgent relatively busy for aircraft acquisitions as
growth in opportunities in 2019,” he said. users on the subcontinent start to think
“We remain actively involved in providing about upgrading their existing aircraft.
alternatives to the Middle Eastern avia- “The mix of aircraft types remains slanted
tion community.
towards the larger-cabin aircraft, but we
“Generally, most of the people who we
are also seeing activity in the mid-size
[interacted] with during the year have
expressed a more optimistic view for 2019
in the region,” he said. “The demand continues to shift from the use of cash-only
toward leveraging financing.”

FlyingGroup logs increase
in management services

Simon Davies,
Global Jet
Capital vice
president of
sales, UK,
Middle East,
and India.

Generally, most
of the people
who we [interacted]
with during the year
have expressed a more
optimistic view for
2019 in the region.”
Saudi Arabia is growing in confidence, following a change in the regulatory landscape mandated by the
General Authority for Civil Aviation at
the beginning of the year. New rules call
for aircraft to be registered in-kingdom,
and this will lead to the creation of additional FBOs and potential fleet expansion by the larger operators.
“The Saudi Airshow in March seems
to have [led to] a positive outcome for
business aviation in the region,” Davies
said. “The number of opportunities that
we are seeing in the kingdom has picked
up in 2019. The general consensus
appears to be that 2019 will be a stronger year than 2018. We continue to have
an appetite for the right opportunities
arising in Saudi Arabia.”
The UAE market had become quite
active in the last few months, he said.
“[It] has seen a good mix of new and
preowned aircraft sales in 2019, but
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market,” he said. “Despite some unique
challenges, India is a vibrant market that
continues to generate activity as users
upgrade to their next aircraft, whether
new or preowned.”
GJC has seen an increase in interest
in the operating lease product, but debt
financing is still a key solution too. “The
Indian market has faced [difficulties] in
the past about how to finance aircraft
with a local Indian registration,” he
said. “GJC has met this challenge and
will continue to offer both lease and
debt financing solutions to interested
parties in India.”
The United Kingdom is also a location
that Davies is active in. “We’re seeing
growth across all sectors of the business
aviation market in the last few months,”
he said. “While it seems the region is generally cautious about the implications of
any Brexit solution, which consequently
may have an impact on the business

\

FlyingGroup, an aircraft management
and charter provider headquartered
jointly in Belgium and Luxembourg,
operates a fleet of 32 business jets. It
has seen aircraft management activity
trump charter operations in 2019. “We
noticed a slower start in 2019 compared
to 2018 in charter production, but see
quite some activity in aircraft management,” COO, Jurgen van Campenhout,
told AIN. “Charter should pick up for
the summer season.”
Combined, the group operates 32 aircraft; FlyingGroup has 21 and Malta-based
unit Hyperion operates 11. Together, the
two logged 10,500 flying hours in 2018.
The fleet includes 10 Dassault Falcons,
five Cessnas, four Bombardiers, and three
Gulfstreams. The group opened an office
in Dubai, FlyingGroup Middle East, in 2017.
“We do have a variety of aircraft from
different OEMs,” he said. “No specific

FlyingGroup Falcon 900LX
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preferential original equipment manufacturer [OEM] or aircraft type is being
looked at. It is, however, a fact that
we gained tremendous experience in
some specific aircraft types, and that is
probably why we have more of these in
our fleet. But historically, we could say
that we have had almost every type [or
derivate].”
FlyingGroup (Booth U89) offers a variety of services, aircraft management being
the main focus, with or without charter
services. The company holds three air
operator certificates (AOCs), in Belgium,
Luxembourg, and Malta. “All three companies or AOCs fall under the same jurisdiction, [FlyingGroup Holding], but it is
true that Hyperion in Malta is managed
more independently then Belgium and
Luxembourg,” he said.
“Aircraft management involves a
choice between registration on the

aviation industry there, we are noting that
more users seem to be deciding to step
forward and make aircraft acquisition
decisions.”
The UK is becoming more active as
demand for financing grows in conjunction with the growth of aircraft acquisitions. “Most of these acquisitions seem
to be driven by people who have decided
that they can no longer defer the acquisition decision until a Brexit outcome has
been finalized,” he said.
“Although geopolitical issues are certainly affecting the global economy, and
in turn, the corporate aircraft market,
high net worth individuals and companies
around the world have never had greater
need to efficiently and effectively run
their global enterprises from both a competitive and security perspective. GJC
looks forward to a strong performance
for 2019, buoyed by developments in the
year to date.”
n

AOCs, including full tailor-made services with asset management and CAMO
[continuing airworthiness management
organization]. Most of the projects or
aircraft management customers we
have require aircraft management combined with charter. When no charter is
expected or required, aircraft owners
could opt for NCC.”
NCC, or “non-commercial operations
with complex motor-powered aircraft,” is
a new EASA category. “We feel this is an
underestimated subject in Europe,” van
Campenhout said. “In our view, it is crucial that complex aircraft are looked after
and managed in the safest way possible.
Therefore, NCC is a good evolution.”
Private aircraft management is done
through the Luxembourg operation. Fractional shares are available on a Citation
CJ3+, while the company also offers an
hourly package, including a jet card program. FlyingGroup also owns an EASA
and FAA Part 145 repair station, which
offers MRO on a variety of aircraft types.
FlyingGroup’s charter model sets it
apart from other companies. “Our charter model is quite unique as it is based
on contribution sharing. We deduct the
direct operating cost from the charter
price, resulting in a contribution, which
is split on an agreed percentage with the
owner,” he said.
“The biggest benefit for the owner is that
we share the risks and the benefits on the
margin, where most of the operators have
a fixed percentage on the revenue or a
fixed amount per hour. We share the operational and technical risks with the owner
on a contractual pre-defined charter revenue model, which is based on the margin
[contribution] split of a charter mission.”
The company also offers FBO services at
Antwerp and its own hangars at Antwerp, Le
Bourget, Brussels, Luxembourg, and Flanders. FlyingGroup bases aircraft throughout
Western and Eastern Europe, as well as Russia and Kazakhstan. 
P.S-S.
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competitors is the flexibility to adapt to
the client’s needs, and that’s where, again,
our partnership with Textron has proven
to be mutually beneficial because Textron
has a similar attitude towards customer
satisfaction,” he said.

Ready for Air Medical Ops

Officials from Babcock Scandinavian Air Ambulance took delivery of their 10th Beechcraft King Air 250 on March 29 at Textron Aviation.

Textron Aviation showcases
air ambulance offerings
by Jerry Siebenmark
Textron Aviation (Booth V19) and Babcock International are showcasing the
first midsize Cessna Citation Latitude
configured for air ambulance operations
this week at EBACE 2019. The special mission business jet on static display (SD405)
is part of an 11-aircraft order by Babcock
Scandinavian Air Ambulance that Textron
announced in October 2017.
The order supports Babcock’s winning
contract bid with Air Ambulance Services

of Norway to provide air ambulance support across the country using the Latitude
and 10 Beechcraft King Air 250s that were
also configured as air ambulances. It also
deepens a relationship with UK-based
Babcock, an engineering services company that provides or operates air ambulances and medical crews at 140 bases in
nine countries.
“We are seeing that this partnership
with Textron still has a long way to grow

and to develop in providing similar services in what we’re doing now in Norway,” Babcock Spain CEO Angel Rodero
told AIN while visiting Textron Aviation
in Wichita on March 29 to take delivery
of the last King Air 250 for the Norway
contract. “Emergency medical services is
a growing business in all continents, and
our ambition is to grow in that sector. We
also have opportunities in North America
as we speak.”
Babcock’s relationship with Textron
began through its military aviation business, Rodero noted, and expanded when
it acquired Avincis in 2014, which added
EMS, aerial firefighting, search and rescue, and oil and gas transportation services to Babcock’s business. “One of the
factors that sets Babcock apart from its

FAI Technik adds Collins IFE
to ‘Project Pearl’ Global refurb
Germany-based MRO FAI Technik’s latest
Bombardier Global Express cabin refurbishment project, Project Pearl, includes
Collins Aerospace’s latest version of its
Venue cabin management and high-definition (HD) entertainment system, the
unit of FAI Aviation Group (Booth B71)
announced March 27. The company
planned to present the aircraft to the preowned Global Express market last month,
said FAI Group founder and chairman
Siegfried Axtmann.
The five-month project included
a complete overhaul of the aircraft’s
cabin, the additions of Venue and Honeywell’s Ka-band satellite communications technology as well as 60-, 120- and
240-month inspections. Venue delivers HD movies and enhanced digital
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audio throughout the cabin as well as
other high-resolution content. Collins
appointed Nuremberg-based FAI Technik as an authorized dealer for its avionics and electronics in January.
German designer Tim Callies is the
architect of Project Pearl and is known for
his work on the interiors of Airbus Corporate Jets, Boeing Business Jets, and Global
Expresses. His latest project includes VIP
seating for 12 passengers that incorporates
two-tone leather seats and two three-seat
sofas covered in Armani fabric. Other
cabin modifications and upgrades encompass new cabinetry, cobalt black metal
plating, granite tabletops, and the latest
appliances such as a wine cooler, coffee
maker, and oven. The aircraft’s galley and
restroom have heated stone floors.
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Bob Gibbs, Textron Aviation’s v-p of
special missions, told AIN that Babcock
selected the Latitude because part of
the Norway contract called for specific
speeds and range that only a jet could
deliver. “There were a lot of very specific
requirements ranging from the ability to
start from a dark cockpit to ready to taxi in
two minutes,” he explained. “I mean there
were little nuances like that that the Latitude was the best fit for.” The jet’s other
attributes for air ambulance operations are
its steep approach capability, short runway
performance, and low cabin altitude.
The Latitude’s door was widened on
the production line to accommodate a
stretcher, in addition to other changes to
the airframe, Gibbs said. Its interior configuration was advised by a team of health
professionals. “They brought the expertise from the operational side, not only
aviation operations but medical operations as well, and worked closely with the
Norwegian health authorities and their
doctors and their experts to really optimize for the mission,” Gibbs added.
Textron Aviation hopes the first example of an EMS-equipped Latitude resonates with other European operators
attending the show. “The big draw for
us at EBACE is you’ve got an aircraft
with continental range that you can buy
factory equipped for an air ambulance,”
Gibbs said. “That’s really the big difference—it’s supported by our engineering
and product support afterward and ready
to go. The customer doesn’t have to worry
about inventing anything.”
n

FAI Technik’s
latest Global
Express cabin
refurbishment
project, dubbed
“Pearl,”
includes Collins
Aerospace’s
Venue cabin
management and
high-definition
entertainment
system.
The refurbished aircraft also will
have new paint. As of late March it was
expected to be listed at $10.95 million.
Project Pearl is FAI Technik’s sixth
in-house Global Express cabin refurbishment project. “FAI Technik continues to
stretch the boundaries to extend its remit
in MRO and this latest project demonstrates our outstanding capabilities in

refurbishing Global Express aircraft”
added Axtmann.
FAI Technik boasts the largest general
aviation hangar complex in Germany,
with a 48,438-sq-ft carbon neutral hangar combined with two other hangars
measuring 21,528 sq ft and 32,292 sq ft
at Albrecht Durer International Airport
(NUE).
J.S.

ALPHA
B R AV O
COLLINS
We are Collins Aerospace. With our customers
we chart new journeys and reunite families.
We protect nations and save lives. We fuse
intelligence and partnership to tackle the
toughest challenges in our industry. And every
day, we imagine ways to make the skies and
spaces we touch smarter, safer and more
amazing than ever.
UTC Aerospace Systems and Rockwell Collins
are now Collins Aerospace.
TOGETHER, WE ARE
R E D E F I N I N G A E R O S PA C E

collinsaerospace.com
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Lufthansa Technik notches
1,000th nice CMS delivery
by James Wynbrandt
Andrew Muirhead, v-p of Lufthansa Technik’s (LHT, Booth H71) Original Equipment Innovation (OEI) group, recalls the
night in 2001 when his team’s journey
began. “We were trying to fix an issue, and
a thought occurred to us: We spend all of
our time fixing systems built by other people. What if we would build the systems
ourselves?” LHT (Booth H71) is marking a
milestone in that journey at EBACE 2019:
the delivery in March of the 1,000th nice
in-flight entertainment (IFE) and cabin
management system (CMS), which Muirhead invented.
The world’s first certified, fully digital
business jet IFE system, according to the
Hamburg-based MRO and interiors specialist, nice became OEI’s launch product.
Aimed at the business and commercial
markets, and based on a custom IFE the
team created at LHT’s completion center for a VIP aircraft, the prototype also
incorporated touchscreen seat and IFE
controllers developed for a major airline,
along with other enhancements.
With EASA Part-21G Production Organization Approvals, LHT had the necessary licenses to make the system and the
team had the know-how, but the infrastructure to produce and deliver it was
completely lacking. Muirhead tackled
the obstacle head on. “I put together a
business plan for an innovation business
unit,” he said. “We established a start-up
within the bounds of the Lufthansa
Technik organization—and set out to do
things differently.”

OEI assembled a purpose-built team
and structure. “We created optimized
processes to drive innovation, built workspaces to support our working methods
and interactions, and developed long-term
customer relationships,” Muirhead said.
Bombardier’s in-production Challenger
300 was the business aviation launch platform, with LHT’s nice shipset deliveries
commencing in 2006. Bombardier subsequently selected nice for the Challenger
350, Challenger 650, Learjet 70/75, and
ultra-long-range Global models. In 2017
Embraer selected nice as standard aboard
its new Phenom 300E.
A modular, highly flexible, and integrated Ethernet-based (Internet Protocal) system, nice manages video, audio,
lighting, Internet connectivity, and other
cabin entertainment and environmental
functions on new and retrofit business
and VIP aircraft of all sizes. Continually
updated, today nice HD enables streaming of high-definition content and wireless linking of smartphones and tablets
to the system. The latest generation, the
fiber-optic-network-based nice Touch,
was developed for Bombardier’s Global
7500, which entered service in December,
and includes a 4K display option, OLED
touch dial controls, and the latest hi-fi
speaker and sound system. A 4K/HDR
distribution system currently in development is slated for service entry in 2021.
The systems are also installed on more
than two dozen VIP airliners, with sales
handled through LHT’s Idair subsidiary.

LHT touts new standard for LED cabin lights
A new European Standard for LED cabin
lights is among recent tech breakthroughs Lufthansa Technik (LHT, Booth
H71) is touting at EBACE 2019. The tech
spec, DIN EN 4731, is aimed at fostering illumination commonality among
next-generation interior systems.
The issue: LED lights, unlike the fluorescent fixtures they often supplant, have
highly individual light spectrums, generally determined by the manufacturers’
specifications. Cabin lighting systems with
mood lights, for example, have an almost
infinitely variable light spectrum. These
variations affect the appearance of interior
colors, among other impacts.
Additionally, charging times for the
LED systems can also vary widely, and
this can be a safety issue when used for
photoluminescent floor path marking. To
ensure they meet performance needs, LED
floor path lights have required extensive
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testing before installation to confirm their
charging capability.
As a major player in cabin lighting for
two decades, LHT saw a need for the LED
lighting standard, supported its development, and served on the expert committee
that drafted it.
Published last year, DIN EN 4731 (Aerospace series–Spectral quality of LED
luminaires used with photoluminescent
marking systems) can be used to calculate the charging efficiency (Ce) value of
LED light sources for photoluminescent
products, and the charging time for LED
cabin lighting systems, eliminating the
need for pre-installation testing, said LHT
senior engineer Wolfgang Sutter, who led
LHT’s standards team. The benchmark
creates a tool that can help all individuals
involved in designing cabin lighting systems achieve standardized levels of luminosity. It is “easy to use” and is “already
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“At every stage of the evolution of nice,
we have worked passionately to refine our
technology and deliver a better product
for the discerning passenger. Nice isn’t
just a range of products—it is a team of
inspired people,” said Muirhead. “We are
not just engineers and software developers, but also psychologists, social scientists, and industrial designers. Our
strength lies in our diversity and broad
range of expertise.”
Quality remains a foundational element. No nice shipset leaves OEI without
testing the interaction of all components,
including pre-loading the system-specific
software, and a 24-hour operational test
period in accordance with the individual
customer’s specifications.

Parts Availability

But even quality products may require
servicing. To guarantee support for their
customers over the longer term, OEI

being applied in practice and proving to be
very useful,” Sutter said.
The standard applies specifically to LED
lighting systems used in aircraft equipped
with photoluminescent floor-path marking
and is officially recognized only in Europe,
but DIN EN 4731’s adoption is expected to
affect interior LED lighting used in other
aircraft and beyond the Continent, as well.
In addition to improved illumination, LED
lights can be significantly cheaper to maintain than conventional lighting, owing to the
fixtures’ longer life. But more LEDs may be
required to provide a lighting level equivalent to conventional lighting and the lighting
levels and color of first-generation LED systems were prone to dim and change over
time. LHT previously teamed with German
optical products specialist Schott to develop
an LED system for commercial aircraft, HelioJet, that uses LED chips to generate light
transmitted via fiber optic cable, delivering
homogenous light that earlier strip-light LED
systems couldn’t produce.
J.W.

experts monitor the market and stock
industrial components for installation in
the nice units. “The effort required is considerable, but it means that even today we
can still supply replacement parts for the
earliest nice systems,” said Torben Uhl,
head of manufacturing services.
A special IT system provides support for
data analytics, stocking, and archiving as
well as the digital signature on certificates.
At least one nice shipset will leave the
Lufthansa base in Hamburg every second
day this year on its way for installation
in a business jet somewhere in the world.
Meanwhile, the streamlined production
organization ensures OEI can guarantee
large volumes and on-time deliveries to
manufacturers’ production lines.
Today OEI has a staff of some 270.
The innovation building at LHT’s Hamburg base, home to the product division
since 2009, also houses a lab for vibration, temperature, power input, and electromechanical tests, in addition to the
development department, and work on
tomorrow’s innovations continues. A new
test chamber for loudspeakers is in development, while production processes are
undergoing automation, such as a semiautomated test systems to test all thinkable
functional scenarios.
Other OEI products include a patient
transport unit for business aircraft, with digital controls that can configure the unit for
the flight profile and needs of each patient;
its highly configurable carbon fiber-aluminum seating system initially aimed at the
VIP market; and DishwashAir, a lightweight,
highly efficient galley dishwasher.
OEI has also developed lighting and
escape marking systems, seating, radomes,
software, and many other aircraft components. Contemplating the journey ahead
Muirhead said, “I am certain that we have
an exciting future ahead of us with many
more innovative products to come.” n
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Bombardier’s Nuage chaise
debuts on Global 5500/6500
by James Wynbrandt
With the Global 5500 and 6500 on track a trackless footprint—no unsightly carpet
for entry into service this year, Bombardier cuts revealing floor attachments—and a
unveiled at EBACE 2019 the prototype of a
permanently centered swivel axis for easy,
new seating innovation for the ultra-long intuitive positioning. An adjustable tilting
range twinjets: the Nuage chaise, claimed headrest provides optimal neck support
as the first business aviation lounge chair in any position.
that converts to a flat surface.
The Global 5500/6500 cabin includes
“We wanted to bring flexibility to the a dedicated rest area and a forward full
cabin experience, maximizing comfort kitchen with new cabinets and counterand relaxation on long-haul flights,” said tops, and designer-home fixtures like a
Peter Likoray, senior v-p of sales and mar- steam oven, allowing en-route preparaketing at Bombardier Business Aircraft tion of gourmet meals.
(BBA; Booth Z125, SD 400).
A private suite designed as a “secluded
Signaling the program’s quick move retreat,” with two dedicated windows and
toward the finish line, the Canadian air- a walk-in shower option, occupies the rear
framer also announced in Geneva induc- cabin and offers in-flight access to prestion of the first Global 6500 at its Laurent surized baggage space.
Beaudoin Completion Centre in Montréal.
Inmarsat Ka-band high-speed airborne
The Global 5500/6500s are upgraded connectivity using Honeywell JetWave
versions of the 5000/6000s, introduced equipment and an entertainment system
to great surprise and fanfare at last year’s with 4k ultra-high-resolution displays
Geneva show, in conjunction with the
ensure on-the-ground style communirebranding of the Global 7000 as the 7500. cation and entertainment, worldwide.
The Nuage chaise, cousin to the new The environmental system incorporates
Nuage seat, features an ergonomically options for 100 percent fresh air and
optimized lounge position, adjustable turbo cool or heat, enabling faster temvia a simple pneumatic lever like a high- perature adjustments.
low table’s. Its “four-in-one design”
Pearl Power
allows the chaise to be used for meetings, banquet-style dining, and sleeping While sharing the same airframe as their
when laid flat, “broadening the utility of respective predecessors, the 5500/6500s
the whole cabin,” Bombardier said. The incorporate a refined wing and new pursleek minimalist style, devoid of visible pose-built Rolls-Royce Pearl 15 engines.
support struts, complements the cab- The wing features a reprofiled trailing
in’s open, spacious ambiance; moving edge while maintaining the same leadparts of the pneumatically operated sys- ing-edge slats, flaps, and spoilers that contem are concealed. Taking the place of tribute to the Globals’ smooth ride.
a credenza in the conference suite, the
The Pearl 15 engine, first in a new turchaise is mounted atop a platform con- bofan family, is certified, and with more
taining drawers, so the configuration
than 85 percent of flight testing on the
still provides onboard storage space. It platform complete, the powerplants are
faces rearward, the design team conclud- “delivering on the unmatched total perforing people prefer to face forward when mance expected,” Bombardier said. That
seated, and when sleeping or reclining, includes providing up to 9 percent more
having their heads toward the front of maximum takeoff thrust (15,125 pounds);
the cabin. In this application, it also
a 7 percent reduction in specific fuel conaffords better positioning for joining sumption; and 30 percent decrease in
the dining table conversation and view- NOx and 48 percent decrease in smoke
ing a monitor some customers will have emissions. And at two decibels quieter,
mounted on the zone’s aft bulkhead. A the Pearl 15s easily meet Stage 4 noise
divan sofa can alternatively take the standards, further reducing the aircraft’s
place of the credenza.
environmental footprint. Final engine valThe redesigned interiors borrow idations are underway.
heavily from the flagship 7500 while
While the Pearl 15 incorporates a new
adding their own unique features, such
core, Rolls-Royce designed the engine
as re-profiled side ledges and enhanced to ensure it fits within the same nacelle
environmental systems. Nuage seats, package that is already on the Global
which debuted on the Global 7500, will 5000 and 6000.
also be standard on the new Globals, and
The aerodynamic and engine upgrades
like the chaise, incorporate proprietary produce up to 13 percent improved fuel
advances, necessitated by double-digit efficiency and boost the top speeds of
flight hour missions that Globals are both jets to Mach 0.90, and expand the
designed to fly. The patented tilt-link Global 5500’s range to 5,700 nm—long
system moves the seat pan as it reclines, enough to link Moscow and Los Angeles,
ergonomically improving the deep recline or Paris and Sao Paulo. The 6500’s range
position’s comfort. The floating base has
has grown to 6,600 nm, linking London
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Bombardier’s elegant Nuage chaise brings new seating options to ultra-long-range business
jets such as the Global 5500 and 6500.
and Singapore or Hong Kong, or Madrid
Bombardier said it will keep the
and Toluca, Mexico. Performance gains 5000/6000 in production, and they conare particularly pronounced in hot and
tinue to make news of their own. The comhigh conditions, where each jet boasts a pany was among the sponsors as one of
range increase up to 1,300 over the origi- its Global 6000s took part in the “Fueling
nal Globals’ range.
for the Future” event held in conjunction
In the cockpit, the Collins Aero- with EBACE at the UK’s TAG Farnborspace Pro Line Fusion-based Vision ough Airport this past Saturday. Followflight deck will incorporate combined ing the event, the Global 6000 and other
vision system on the head-up display EBACE-bound and SAJF-fueled business
(HUD), fusing synthetic vision with an
aircraft flew on to Geneva. That Global is
enhanced vision overlay in a single view, on static display at the show. Bombardier
a business aviation first, according to Aviation president David Coleal is chairBombardier. The combined vision HUD man of GAMA’s Environment Committee,
will require separate certification but a primary champion of sustainable alterisn’t needed to bring the aircraft to mar- native jet fuel (SAJF).
ket, and the system’s primary combined
Initial plans call for the Global 5500
vision system components are already and 6500 to be built on the same line as
certified independently for the Globals, 5000s and 6000s, but Bombardier execaccording to Collins Aerospace.
utives have maintained that the market
Additional new flight deck features will determine the future of the 5000
include a safety and situational aware- and 6000.
ness package with advanced weather
For owners and operators of in-service
radar detection and predictive windshear, Globals, Bombardier is touting its new
ADS-B In with real-time traffic informa- “Bring Your Jet Home” campaign, to
tion, advanced airport moving maps, and encourage more use of its expanding
an improved terrain database.
global network of factory-owned and
-authorized service centers. As part of its
Certification Schedule
new customer experience strategy, BomAs derivatives of the Global 5000 and bardier has introduced a Service Touch6000, the -500s don’t require new type
point satisfaction monitoring tool, aimed
certificates but do need sign-offs on
at expediting assistance to maintenance
the engine, wings, and upgraded avion- customers unhappy with an in-progress
ics. At a briefing shortly before EBACE, service visit.
Julien Boudreault, Bombardier Business
Meanwhile, for AOG support,
Aircraft’s v-p of program management, Jean-Christophe Gallagher, v-p and genGlobal 5500 & 6500, said 90 percent of eral manager of customer experience,
flight testing is completed at its Wichita, noted the company’s 24/7, on-call mobile
Kansas test center. Flight Test Vehicle response team, which includes a Chal(FTV)1 has retired and FTV2 and FTV3 lenger 300 and Learjet 45 and has conare handling the remainder of certifica- ducted more than 5,000 missions since
tion duties.
its 2013 launch.
n

FUELED BY
C H A L L E N G E S.
GUIDED BY
D R E A M S.
Our dream was to take flight.
The Brazilian countr yside, mid-sixties,
dirt roads. What were the odds ?
But dreams pay no mind to the odds when
backed by passion and persistence. They press
for ward. Now, here we are, 50 years later,
with operations on five continents, more than 8,000
aircraft produced — and even bigger dreams.
We took on our customers’ challenges.
We made them our own, creating disruptive
solutions that would allow them to outper form
— ambitions we will carr y well into the future
as we deli ver th e world’s m o s t disr up ti ve
and technologically advanced products
and solutions. One thing is certain:
we will never stop dreaming.
Fifty years of innovation has brought
u s t o t h i s m o m e n t . Yo u w o n’ t b e l i e v e
what we are dreaming up next.
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FBO Survey 2019:
Facilities serve growing
global markets
Report by Curt Epstein, charts and data by Dave Leach
For European business aviation service
providers, traffic in the region has maintained a rather consistent pattern over
the past three years, according to recent
statistics from Eurocontrol. Departures,
arrivals, internals, and overflights reached
a peak of above 70,000 in early summer,
and declined to a trough of approximately
45,000 operations per month through the
winter. However, Eurocontrol statistics
also show that departures for the first
three months of the year from the top 10
European airports for business aviation,
(Le Bourget, Geneva Cointrin, Farnborough, Nice, Zurich, Milano Linate, London
Biggin Hill, Munich, and Rome Ciampino)
tailed off from those of the previous year,
with only Munich and Biggin Hill showing
a positive trend. Among the top business
aviation traffic countries, the average daily
flights for France, Germany, UK, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Belgium/Luxembourg,
Spain, and the Netherlands were all in
the negative in the first quarter of the
year, compared to 2018’s average flight
levels. Indeed, one would have to go as far
down the list as Norway, which averaged
more than 70 flights per day, a 0.9 percent
increase over its totals from the first three
months of 2018, to find improvement.
Among the major service providers in
Europe are Signature Flight Support with
34 locations in its network, Sky Valet (28
locations), ExecuJet (10 locations), German Aviation Service (10 locations, all in
Germany), Universal Aviation (9 locations),
Jet Aviation (8 locations), Swissport Executive Aviation (7 locations), and Jetex (4
locations). Over the past several years,
there has been a trend among European
FBOs to offer upscale facilities more on a
par with those that North American private
aviation customers are accustomed to. Providing their own fueling service is still rare
among European service providers, with
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most locations merely offering fueling
coordination from the local fuel provider,
which usually services the entire airport.
Some locations do have their own refuelers, so their customers do not have to wait
in line behind commercial aircraft. With
regards to pricing, European locations tend
to lean towards a la carte pricing for their
services, rather than the bundled pricing
typically found in the U.S.
“Europe is a much more diversified market than the USA,” noted Stephen Dennis,
CEO of Aviation Resource Group International (ARGI). “Most European FBOs are
not expanding at the same rate as the USA
due to both the potential changes which may
result from the outcome of Brexit, and the
distinct operational differences between the
various sovereign countries of Europe.”
He added that there are far fewer FBO
sales in Europe versus the U.S. “Other
than the acquisitions made by ExecuJet
(Luxaviation Group), there have been relatively few transaction acquisitions.”

AIN’s FBO Survey Methodology

Since 1981 AIN has been conducting its
annual FBO survey; for the past four years
in an online format. The survey site allows
subscribers to keep a list of personalized
FBOs and easily change or affirm a prior
rating and leave an updated comment.
The site asks readers to evaluate FBOs
they visited the previous year in five categories: line service; passenger amenities;
pilot amenities; facilities; and customer
service representatives (CSRs). For each of
these categories, the participant is asked
to assign a number from 1 to 5, 1 being
the lowest and 5 being the highest, and
the FBO’s overall average is calculated by
adding all the individual category ratings
received by that FBO and dividing the
resulting sum by the total number of all
category ratings received by the FBO. n
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Top-rated FBOs in Europe,
the Middle East, and Africa
CHANGE
FROM
PERCENT
LAST YEAR

FBO

AIRPORT
AIRPORT
CODE

OVERALL
AVERAGE

TAG FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

4.66

-0.03

Top 20%

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.58

0.04

Top 20%

XJET

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.47

-0.02

Top 20%

JET AVIATION

EHAM

AMSTERDAM SCHIPHOL

4.45

0.05

Top 20%

GRAFAIR JET CENTER

ESSB

STOCKHOLM CITY/
BROMMA

4.44

-0.04

Top 20%

TAG AVIATION

LSGG

GENEVA INTERNATIONAL

4.44

-0.05

Top 20%

EXECUJET EUROPE

LSZH

ZURICH

4.40

0.03

Top 20%

MJETS FBO

VTBD

DON MUEANG INTERNATIONAL

4.39

-0.08

JET AVIATION

LSGG

GENEVA INTERNATIONAL

4.35

0.00

ECCELSA AVIATION

LIEO

OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA

4.33

-0.09

HARRODS AVIATION

EGGW

LONDON LUTON

4.31

0.01

HARRODS AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.31

-0.01

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

LFMN

NICE COTE D’AZUR
INTERNATIONAL

4.27

-0.05

SIGNATURE FLIGHT
SUPPORT - TERMINAL 3

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.24

0.05

BIGGIN HILL EXECUTIVE
HANDLING

EGKB

BIGGIN HILL

4.23

0.03

EXECUJET MIDDLE EAST

OMDB

DUBAI INTERNATIONAL

4.20

-0.07

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.18

0.04

DASSAULT FALCON SERVICE

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.17

-0.02

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT
TERMINAL 1

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.13

-0.01

EXECUJET BRUSSELS

EBBR

BRUSSELS NATIONAL

4.12

-0.03

SKY VALET CANNES

LFMD

CANNES-MANDELIEU

4.07

-0.09

JET AVIATION

OMDB

DUBAI INTERNATIONAL

4.06

-0.03

SWISSPORT EXECUTIVE

LFMN

NICE COTE D’AZUR
INTERNATIONAL

4.04

-0.01

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT
TERMINAL 1

EGGW

LONDON LUTON

3.99

-0.01

AVIAPARTNER EXECUTIVE

LFMN

NICE COTE D’AZUR
INTERNATIONAL

3.96

0.11

JET AVIATION

LSZH

ZURICH

3.93

-0.02

JETEX PARIS FBO

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

3.92

-0.02

VIENNA AIRCRAFT HANDLING

LOWW

VIENNA INTERNATIONAL

3.84

-0.08

VIPPORT VNUKOVO-3

UUWW

MOSCOW/VNUKOVO

3.27

-0.03

FBOs with same overall average are listed in alphabetical order
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AIN FBO survey 2019 » Europe, the Middle East, and Africa
Top Rated FBOs in the Rest of the World by Region

4.66 TAG Farnborough Airport

4.58 Universal Aviation

Farnborough Airport (EGLF), UK

London Stansted Airport (EGSS), UK

Ever since TAG Aviation Holding acquired the freehold
of Farnborough Airport in 2007, renaming it TAG Farnborough Airport, the FBO it operates at the airport has
been winning awards, among them topping AIN’s annual
FBO survey as the highest rated service provider outside
North America for 12 consecutive years. Before that, it
had started with a 99-year lease and invested more than
£200 million creating one of the most iconic airports in
the world—and dedicated to business aviation only.

The London market is one of the strongest and most
competitive business aviation venues, and Universal
Aviation at Stansted Airport is among the top choices as
a gateway. With an overall score of 4.58, it placed second
among all FBOs outside North America. Its focus is on
elite service, with its highest scores in customer service
representatives (4.76) and line service (4.75).
Sean Raftery, senior director of international business,
told AIN, “Business jet operators need to know that someone is taking care of them at all times, before, during and
after their trip. They rely on our extensive knowledge and
our strong relationships with the regulatory authorities
which help benefit the customer. A passenger arriving at
London-Stansted can be off their aircraft and on their way
to their meeting within minutes of landing.”
Jason Hayward, general manager, said, “We place a great
deal of focus on the facility, but it will never be as important as the team that actually make the process work. We
were awarded IS-BAH Stage 1 in 2017 and are now working
towards Stage 2, which we aim to have in place by the second quarter this year.” Universal has 60 employees among
its UK staff in various roles, and the FBO operates daily
from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. with 24-hour service on request.
Raftery added, “We believe we have a joined-up view
of the complete customer mission, rather than just the
ground-service elements. We are also closely connected
to our Global Regulatory Services Team and support our
clients with the regulatory obligations such as UK Air passenger duties (APD). We are a certified, registered, and
approved APD admin center. We have the look and feel of
a nice quality hotel but operate as a VIP terminal building.”

Brandon O’Reilly, Farnborough’s long-time CEO,
noted the airport recorded 30,729 movements in 2018, a
record, and a year-on-year increase of 13.8 percent over
2017 and up 8.2 percent on Farnborough’s previous busiest year in 2007, just before the economic crash. The
airport saw a major increase in transatlantic traffic, with
flights to and from the U.S. up by 22.5 percent in 2018.
O’Reilly added that for January 2019, movements at
the airport were up 4.4 percent year-over-year compared
with 2018, “representing 90 additional movements.
That’s the busiest January on record for us.”
The FBO tallied its highest score in the facilities category (4.83), ranking second among all FBOs in this year’s
survey, and placed among the top in pilot amenities as
well. Its 52,000-sq-ft terminal features a café, a quiet
lounge in the crew area, a bed-equipped snooze room,
and crew gym, with shower facilities in both the gym and
adjacent main terminal. To handle high-passenger-load
private charters such as for sports teams or entertainers, the operator added a separate passenger lounge, able
to accommodate up to 80 passengers on the top floor
of the three-story terminal. The airport has a fast track
entrance for passengers and crew, and direct car access to
the ramp is permitted. Customs and immigration service
is located in the terminal.
The FBO, which operates from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. on
weekdays, and 8 to 8 on weekends, has 260,000 sq ft of
heated hangar space and is home to approximately 40
private jets.
Farnborough also expects to collect approximately
50 percent of Northolt’s business when the West London airfield closes for runway work later this year—and
there is plenty of capacity for further traffic growth, as
the airport is permitted to grow movements to 50,000
per year. Another boost to traffic is expected when Gulfstream completes its new main European MRO there in
summer 2020, on the site of the former “A Shed,” which
was demolished in December.
When asked about the possibility of maintaining its
position as the top international FBO, O’Reilly commented: “If that’s the case, it’s a vote for our employees,
customers, Farnborough, and the UK. We’re humbled,
and we never take it for granted.”
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GENEVA
TAG AVIATION
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TAG FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT
UNIVERSAL AVIATION
XJET
HARRODS AVIATION
HARRODS AVIATION

PARIS

SOUTHERN FRANCE
SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT
SKY VALET CANNES
SWISSPORT EXECUTIVE
AVIAPARTNER EXECUTIVE

STOCKHOLM
GRAFAIR JET CENTER

ZURICH

Premium service customs and immigration is available
privately in the FBO or onboard the aircraft, Raftery said.
“We also offer full trip-support services from the facility,
including weather, flight-planning and permits. This is via
Universal’s European Operations Centre (EOC) which is
based at the FBO.”
Fuel is supplied by Stansted Into-Plane (SIP), which
has dedicated business aviation fuel trucks. “Business
grew by 10 percent last year, Raftery said, “and this on top
of 40 percent growth the year prior. It has flattened off a
little this year, maybe as a result of Brexit uncertainty.”
Universal has been in business at Stansted since 1984.

4.47 XJet
London Stansted Airport (EGSS), UK
Private aviation operators headed to London Stansted are
clearly well served with two of the airport’s FBOs ranking
among the top international facilities in this year’s AIN
survey. XJet earned its highest score this year in the CSR
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category, taking lessons learned from its first stateside
FBO. “We don’t have employees; we have partners,” said
company founder and CEO Josh Stewart. “We spend a
lot of time in training and developing them to where
we deliver a unique type of customer service. They are
authorized and encouraged to make decisions on the spot
to provide a seamless experience for our customers.”
Last year was somewhat of a transitional year for the
company, which sold its flagship facility at Denver’s Centennial Airport, pushing its London location to the fore.
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“There’s been growth, even though I think there’s some
uncertainty around Brexit,” noted Stewart. “Everyone is
sort of holding their breath.”
The FBO, which has been in operation for four years at
Stansted, offers a 20,000-sq-ft terminal, full slate of amenities including: a passenger lounge, in-house art gallery,
two premium VIP suites with direct private access and
their own bathrooms, an espresso bar as well as a bar for
alcoholic beverages, a recently upgraded aviation-themed
pilot lounge featuring tables constructed from engine
nacelles, two snooze rooms with shower facilities, and
an 18-seat A/V-equipped conference room.
“The European market is very different from the U.S.
in that a lot of these flights are international and you have
to clear customs and immigration, and there are a lot of
security checks,” Stewart told AIN. “So the facilities are
of prime importance because people could be utilizing
them for a couple of hours, where often in the U.S., with
just domestic flights, they fly in and out very quickly.”
Newly added is a check-in lounge for large charter flights
such as sports teams or entertainers, and an additional
security screening area to expedite passenger flow.
The facility, which operates 24/7, is home to 14 private
jets including a Boeing 767. It also has a 90,000-sq-ft hangar, one of the largest in Europe, which can accommodate a
pair of 747s at the same time, and more than three and a half
acres of ramp. It owns all the equipment needed to handle
the largest charter aircraft, including covered air stairs.
“Our London operation is heavily focused on heads of
state, royal flight departments, sports teams, and celebrities, so we’re never going to be the highest volume FBO
on the field,” explained Stewart. “We’re after those folks
that really want and demand a higher level of service,
privacy, and exclusivity.”

4.45 Jet Aviation

Jet Aviation Schiphol’s top score in the survey was for
line service. “We certainly have a strong focus on operational excellence and safety,” Niemoller told AIN. “We
are extremely good at getting the aircraft to depart on
time, according to the wishes of the final customer. This
also means blending all services and deliverables into one
seamless product.”
The FBO has 25 employees, and it is open 17 hours a day,
from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. local time. Hangar space at Schiphol
is provided through a partnership with JetSupport. The
operation is currently aligning its processes with its new
owner, but Niemoller said it intends to receive Stage 1 registration under IBAC’s International Standard for Business
Aircraft Handling before the end of 2019. “Having been part
of a large commercial airline organization [KLM] for over
30 years, we are certainly compliant with the most important aspects of the aviation business,” he noted.
Announced in October 2018, the switch to a new corporate
parent is under way, Niemoller said, adding that “many of us
agree that the new uniforms are a decided improvement!”
“The transition is still in full swing and, though it’s
challenging to manage alongside the day-to-day operations, good strides are being made,” he said.

4.44 Grafair
Stockholm City Bromma Airport (ESSB),
Stockholm, Sweden
Bromma Airport dates back to 1936 and was the first airport
in Europe with a paved runway. In 2004, Swedish pilot, flight
instructor, and businessman Bengt Grafstrom established
the country’s first FBO. Having previously spent time flying in the U.S. and operating a flight school in Vero Beach,
Florida, Grafstrom wanted to create an American-style FBO.

Schiphol Airport (EHAM),
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Jet Aviation’s new location at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport
placed among the top international locations in this year’s
AIN FBO Survey, despite a time of significant change for
the FBO, formerly known as KLM Jet Center. “Our basic
philosophy has not changed,” said Edwin Niemoller, who
remained with the facility as director of FBO operations
with Jet Aviation Netherlands. “Crews need to focus on
their flights and should not have to worry about their catering, slots, transportation, and so on. Our job is to ease the
minds of the crew by taking care of this business and ultimately help them look good in front of their passengers.”
The 35-year-old FBO at Schiphol is the flagship for Jet
Aviation Netherlands, the other location is at Rotterdam
The Hague Airport (RTM). Its dedicated business and general aviation services include aircraft handling, deicing, and
fueling, the latter of which comes through fueling services
Jet Aviation acquired as part of the KLM transaction, “eliminating any waiting or queuing times,” Niemoller said.
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4.2
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JET AVIATION

OMDB

4.06

-0.03

FBO

DUBAI

now has more than 37,000 sq ft of hangar space, which
contains approximately 10 based turbine-powered aircraft, ranging from a Global Express to an amphibious-float-equipped Cessna Caravan. The company also
added a new equipment bay, eliminating the need to open
and close the hangar to move vehicles.
The 5,400-sq-ft terminal has a homelike atmosphere with
a large passenger lounge featuring a fireplace, grand piano,
and aquarium. But the most famous attraction is a parrot,
Emmoth’s pet, which has lived at the facility since it opened.
Its cage remains open all day, allowing the bird to decide if
it wishes to remain inside or be social. It has become the
FBO’s official mascot, to the delight of its customers.

4.44 TAG Aviation
Geneva International Airport (LSGG),
Geneva, Switzerland
In addition, rather than the a la carte plan favored by
most European service providers, the FBO would import
the U.S. model. “At Grafair you just pay one fee and then
everything is included in that,” said general manager
Johan Emmoth. “It doesn’t matter if we spend five hours
doing your laundry or if you drink 200 cups of cappuccino, or eat the whole ice cream freezer.”
This past year, the company completed a $4.3 million,
nearly 20,000-sq-ft hangar with heated floor, which can
accommodate aircraft up to a BBJ2. The new hangar allows
the facility to accommodate the latest class of ultra-longrange business jets, such as the G650. It includes a new
service kitchen with catering preparation area, dishwashers and ice dispensers, and also has some surprises underneath. A basement contains a well-equipped gym; and, “I
think I’m pretty safe in saying we are the only FBO in
the world where we have a real wine cave underneath the
hangar floor,” Emmoth told AIN. It’s carved into the bedrock, with a humidity monitoring system. “If the customers have any requests for a nice champagne, most likely
we will have it in stock in the wine cellar and will be able
to deliver that for them to take on the airplane.”
Combined with the earlier existing hangar, the FBO
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The activities of what is now TAG Aviation’s FBO activities at Geneva Cointrin Airport started in 1989, with
Aeroleasing Handling. With market share increasing to
more than 50 percent, it became the main FBO at the
airport. According to Erturk Yildiz, FBO handling manager, TAG Aviation Europe, “Today we are still assisting
47.3 percent of all Geneva business and general aviation
traffic.” After the 2007-8 economic downturn, Yildiz said,
the FBO was able to weather the storm. “We resisted the
recession strongly, and our management kept all our staff
in place, so as not to lose our know-how.” He said the
FBO also managed to retain its market share.
Last year the FBO handled 16,343 movements representing 37,616 passengers. He described the level as “stable,” given that the number of movements it handled in
2017 was 16,938. TAG-managed aircraft represent approximately 10 percent of those movements.
Yildiz said the main challenges are now “slots and
parking.” The Geneva Airport system allows slots to be
booked only five days before, so “we make sure that we
have enough available staff to book slots as soon as the
system allows.”
FBOs at Geneva don't have their own private parking,
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but arrange airport parking through Geneva Airport.
“With parking, we knock on every available door—private
parking, hangar space—to find a solution for our clients
during busy periods,” Yildiz told AIN.
The location earned its highest score this year in the
passenger amenities category (4.61), and in terms of
lounge facilities, TAG’s Geneva FBO offers three passenger lounges, two crew lounges, and one snooze room. All
have “recent and modern” furniture and equipment, said
Yildiz. The FBO has its own ground-servicing, fuel, and
deicing equipment as well.

Yildiz said that the airport authorities have been “helpful” to business/general aviation, which represents some
30 percent of total airport movements. “They understand
very well the importance of business aviation for Geneva.”
Although TAG Geneva is in a different situation from TAG
Farnborough, where TAG is the airport owner and only FBO

operator, Yildiz said, “[Although] TAG GVA FBO is competing with three others, the service mentality is the same.” In
terms of maintenance approvals TAG Geneva is an approved
service center for Dassault and Bombardier aircraft.

4.40 ExecuJet
Zurich Airport (LSZH), Zurich, Switzerland
ExecuJet has had a presence at Zurich Airport since 2001,
when it occupied the former Ruag facility. It is one of four
FBOs on the field, but the only one that has its own standalone terminal, as its competition operates from the airport’s general aviation terminal. The two-story, 10,800-sq-ft
building offers a private passenger lounge, in-house customs and immigration, a landside and smaller airside pilots
lounge, shower facilities, kitchen, storage room, lockers, and
a 10-seat A/V-equipped conference room, along with indoor
and outdoor vehicle parking, all of which served to give the
FBO its highest score in the facilities category.
The location also has a private one-acre ramp directly
adjacent to its terminal, allowing convenient aircraft
parking or easy passenger drop-off or pick-ups, even for
larger aircraft.
The FBO, which operates from 5 a.m. until 10:45 p.m.,
and has a staff of 22, was the first in Switzerland, as well
as ExecuJet’s first location, to achieve registration under
IBAC’s International Standard for Business Aviation
Handling; and it is currently Stage 2. Through its own

CLIMB OVER THE WEATHER,
NOT THE SEATS.

refuelers, the ExecuJet line staff provides exclusive fueling on its ramp for Shell Aviation.
The facility also has a nearly-27,000-sq-ft hangar, which
is home to a handful of business jets ranging from a G550 to
a Phenom 100. “We are the only one that can actually offer
hangar space, subject to availability,” said Basil Gamper,
the company’s general manager for its Zurich, Berlin, and
Munich locations. “We have yearly contracts with our tenants, but if they are abroad, there is always the option [for
transient aircraft] to get into the hangar, especially during
wintertime, where there is high demand to avoid deicing.”
For Zurich FBOs, the highlight of the year comes in
January when the annual World Economic Forum (WEF)
is held in the nearby resort town of Davos. “During the
entire year we handle in Zurich approximately 20 movements a day and we sell around 25,000 liters (6,600 gallons) of fuel,” Gamper told AIN. “During the [week of]
WEF, it can get up to 150,000 liters per day and movements are between 50 and 75.”
n
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Nextant gives
new life to
mature jets
Nextant Aerospace is displaying its
400XTi (SD199) and the new Challengerbased 604XT (SD402) this week at the
EBACE static park, with both aircraft
highlighting 2020-compliant avionics.
Now 10 years old, Nextant has made its
name by remanufacturing popular business aircraft airframes, turning them into
modern business jets from tip to tail. The
company performs complete retrofits
or customers can pick from an à la carte
menu of upgrades for their own airframes.
Company executive v-p Mark O’Donnell
said it is on track with Phase 2 of its 604XT
program, which is focused on redesigning
the cabin for function and passenger comfort, and expects to have announcements
about it in October at NBAA-BACE. “In
addition, we are working through vendor
selection for the 604XT’s Phase 3 performance improvement that promises an
increase in the service ceiling and increased
range.” Phase 3 enhancements include
increasing the aircraft’s maximum altitude
to FL450 and adding up to 926 km (500 nm)
in range.
Nextant has delivered 12 604XT Phase 1
Collins Aerospace Pro Line Fusion avionics upgrades and expects to deliver
another 30 to 35 by year-end, according to
Randy Znamenak, vice president of sales

DAVID McINTOSH

by Amy Laboda

Nextant 400XTi
and marketing for Nextant. Certification
of the 604XT’s Safe Flight auto-power system was completed in November.
First deliveries of the Phase 1 airplanes began in early December. The
company announced at NBAA 2018 that
it had signed Argus Platinum-rated charter operator Premium Jet AG, based in
Zurich, Switzerland, as its first European
customer for the 604XT. The aircraft was
scheduled for remanufacturing in January
at Nextant’s Sanford, Florida facility. Premium Jet (Booth B71) is touting its 2020
compliance at EBACE this week.
The 604XT flight deck includes large
14.1-inch high-resolution flight displays,
synthetic vision with “airport dome,”

Cessna SkyCourier

Textron SkyCourier on pace
by Kerry Lynch
Textron Aviation is progressing on the
development of its Cessna SkyCourier
408 utility turboprop, with assembly under
way for the prototype and five additional
flight test and ground test articles, the
company announced Monday at EBACE
2019. Furthermore, component testing is

ongoing for the aircraft’s propeller. Textron Aviation (Booth V19, SD405) has outlined plans for later this year, with entry
into service in 2020.
The Wichita, Kansas manufacturer
unveiled the SkyCourier in November
2017, outlining a high-wing twin turboprop

WAAS/LVP, and ADS-B Out, along with
the option to add Safe Flight autopower,
FANS-1A, and Link 2000+. “Fusion’s precision operational capability is a stunning
improvement over the Challenger 604’s
original cathode ray tube Pro Line 4 system,” said Steve Bruce, program director
for the 604XT.
The 400XTi light jet returned to EBACE
displaying its Collins Aerospace Pro Line
21 avionics and ergonomic passenger
cabin. Znamenak told AIN that the company has delivered 73 of the remanufactured Beechjet 400As. “The 400XTi is an
environmentally green aircraft that delivers class-leading flight performance and
fuel efficiency without the carbon cost

associated with building a new aircraft,”
said O’Donnell. The company believes
that, by recycling excellent airframes with
completely new technology, it can provide
value to business aviation customers.
In other news, the company’s turboprop G90XT order book is scheduled to
open this year, according to Znamenak.
The baseline King Air 90 platform is
being renewed with General Electric H75
engines, digital pressurization, auto-start
and full electric engine control systems,
a single-lever power control, Garmin
G1000 avionics, and redesigned cockpit
and cabin ergonomics. “We’ll be taking
this one on its first demo tour later this
year,” Znamenak said.
n

that will become the largest in its growing in-production turboprop lineup and
be built to serve as a “workhorse.” It was
announced with orders from FedEx for up
to 100 aircraft, divided equally between
firm orders and options. Based on the
SkyCourier’s $5.5 million list price, the
FedEx order carries a potential value of
up to $550 million.
“When we began designing and developing the Cessna SkyCourier, we engaged a
number of mission-centric customers for
technical input to best meet their unique
needs in one platform,” said company
senior v-p of engineering Chris Hearne.
“We are building this aircraft with the flexibility and reliability needed for a variety
of high-utilization operations, including
cargo, passenger, and special missions.”
In a cargo role, SkyCourier is designed
to carry a payload of up to 6,000 pounds
with an 87-inch cargo door, a flat floor, and
a nearly 70-inch tall and wide—almost
“square”—cabin to accommodate three
standard LD3 air cargo containers. At
the same time, Textron Aviation has also
shown a mockup of the SkyCourier in
passenger configuration. The turboprop
offers seating for up to 19 passengers,

with a netted rear cabin cargo area that
can accommodate luggage and equipment.
Plans call for the aircraft to fly up to 900
nm and have a speed of 200 ktas.
Textron Aviation selected proven components already in production for the
SkyCourier, including the 1,100-shp Pratt
& Whitney Canada PT6A-65B turboprop
engine and Garmin G1000 avionics, and
will use traditional aluminum materials
for airframe construction. The new 110inch McCauley propeller has been mated
with the -65B powerplant that is mounted
on a test stand. Endurance and functional
testing of the propeller comprises nearly
150 hours of operation and is covering a
variety of simulated flight profiles, Textron Aviation said.
In addition, assembly of the fuel system
test article and nose and gear drop test
article has begun, and testing is slated to
start later this month.
n
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11 years on,
expansion
continues for
Euro Jet
by Curt Epstein
European and Asian ground handling provider Euro Jet is celebrating its continued
growth this week at EBACE 2019, with the
expectation of serving more than 10,000
flights in 2019 throughout its core region
of Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Over
the past year, the company expanded its
network, adding new complementary
crew lounges at its locations in Sofia, Bulgaria; Warsaw, Poland; Belgrade, Serbia;
and Zagreb, Croatia.
This year, it plans to open a renovated
lounge at Bucharest’s Baneasa International Airport. Other facilities include
Poprad, Slovakia; Dubrovnik, Croatia;
Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic; Constantia,
Romania; and Tivat, Montenegro.
Its flagship hangar location at Prague’s
Vaclav Havel International Airport has
also seen growth, having earned a handling license and hired additional staff.
This year, the company had 72 ground
personnel pass NATA’s Safety 1st Professional Line Service Training course. It
was among the first ground support providers in Eastern Europe and Central Asia
to have its handling personnel accredited.
Euro Jet (Booth E61) provides ground
handling supervision at more than 200 airports, including coordinating all arrangements with the airport authority and local
handling company, organizing permits, setting up fuel, fulfilling crew logistics such
as hotels and transportation, and assisting
with catering. It can also provide credit to
qualifying customers. To handle all these
functions, it developed its own customized
software at its Prague operations control
center (OCC).
“This year we have taken significant
steps to deal with the increased amount of
flights by implementing new technology

Euro Jet sponsored 72 of its ground handlers in completing NATA’s Safety 1st training, one of the first companies to do so.
in our OCC, in addition to adding more
supervisors in our catering, hotels and
fuel department,” said Paul Lourenco, the
company’s director of strategic planning
and development. “These changes were
essential to providing the highest quality
of service during the busy summer months,
as well as one-time events that often double the amount of business coming in.”
Recent examples include Romania’s
EU Presidency Summits in Bucharest
and Sibiu, as well as the Ice Hockey
World Championship currently under
way in Slovakia’s Bratislava and Kosice.
Coming up will be the UEFA Europa
League football final in Baku, Azerbaijan,
on May 29 and the European Games in
Minsk, Belarus, in late June.
“Every year I have watched our flight
volume increase significantly year-on-year
throughout our core region and in other
parts of the world,” said Gareth Danker,
director of the Prague-based company’s
global sales and marketing. “The strong
global economy continues to allow the private aviation industry to grow and we are
feeling all the positive effects as the demand
for superior customer service in both flight
coordination and on-the-ground support
continues to climb to an all-time high.” n

Premium Jet opts for Skylegs software
Skylegs (Booth N115) was selected to
provide its flight operations and sales
software to Swiss-based charter operator
Premium Jet. The software developer from
Antwerp, Belgium, installed a cloud-based
program that was tailored to the company’s operations. Premium Jet’s historical
data was migrated into the cloud-based
digital flight operations program and the
software was customized with Premium
Jets pricing models to handle quotes that
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come out of Avinode’s online charter brokerage network.
“The Skylegs system is up and running
at Premium Jet and we’re very happy
to see how smooth the integration took
place,” said Skylegs managing director
Maxim Schelfhout. Skylegs offers software
options for dispatch, scheduling, training,
safety management, compliance, flight
time limes, electronic flight bag, sales,
finance, and maintenance.
K.L.
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CORSIA infrastructure
is starting to take shape
by Ian Sheppard
The ICAO-led Carbon Offsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) “becomes real” this year
and affected aircraft operators should be
well into monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV), according to U.S.-based
international law firm ReedSmith. The
scheme aims to use market-based measures to cap CO2 emissions from aviation
at 2020 levels, leading to carbon-neutral
growth from that point.
CORSIA is voluntary from 2021 to
2023 in a “pilot phase,” most operators
having submitted emissions monitoring
plans last year for approval by this past
January 1. Countries will have until June
30, 2020, to notify ICAO whether they
will voluntarily participate in the pilot
phase. As of March, 79 countries, representing 76.63 percent of international
aviation activity, expressed an intention
to participate. These included the U.S.,
UK, and Singapore.
ICAO will publish the list of affected
aircraft operators attributed to a country,
as well as accredited verification bodies,
by Dec. 31, 2020. Operators producing
less than or equal to 10,000 metric tons
of CO2 a year from international flights,
along with aircraft below 5,700 kg, and
humanitarian, medical and fire-fighting
flights, are all exempt from MRV requirements. Exempted entities aside, CORSIA
should now be firmly embedded in the
workings of most business aircraft operators, as well as airlines, even though the
first mandatory phase for the scheme
won’t start until 2027. Then there will be

three compliance periods of three years
each, running to 2035.
For now, the focus is on the MRV element, while the exact nature of “offsetting” in practice is gradually taking shape.
Most business aviation operators will be
using the CO2 Estimation and Reporting
Tool (CERT) for MRV purposes, although
they can also opt for fuel-use monitoring.
In March, the ICAO Council approved the
so-called Emissions Unit Criteria (EUC)
and established a CORSIA technical advisory board (TAB), which will use the EUC
to evaluate carbon offsetting programs
and advise the council on the types of offset credits that will be eligible for CORSIA. While MRV takes place, the offsetting
machinery will start to take a solid shape.
According to ReedSmith, “Aircraft operators should note that by May 31, 2020,
their 2019 CO2 emissions data should be
compiled and verified by an accredited
verification body and submitted to their
country’s regulator. Similarly, 2020 CO2
emissions data should be verified and submitted by May 31, 2021.” Operators will be
informed of their average CO2 emissions
during the baseline period by Sept. 30,
2021, and of their offsetting requirements
by November 30 of the following year.
At present, countries are in the process
of accrediting verification bodies. In April,
Verifavia, a French-headquartered emissions verifier, became the first company
to announce its worldwide accreditation
under CORSIA by the Singapore Accreditation Council, allowing it to offer CORSIA verification services to operators. n

Alternative aviation fuels
gain support from Air BP
by Curt Epstein
With the business aviation industry’s
continued focus on the acceptance and
adoption of sustainable alternatives,
global fuel distributor Air BP (Booth
C21) participated in the “Fueling the
Future” event held ahead of this year’s
EBACE. The company provided sustainable jet fuel (SAJF) produced by Neste
to Sweden’s Stockholm-Arlanda and
France’s Caen-Carpiquet Airports to fuel
the aircraft of seven business aviation
customers and manufacturers heading
to Geneva.
SAJF availability follows last month’s
announcement that, as part of a collaboration agreement signed in October, Air
BP and Neste are ready to supply sustainable fuel to airline and airport customers
throughout Sweden this year. Air BP has
supplied sustainable aviation fuel at more

than 10 airports since 2014, including Norway’s Oslo Airport, where it was the first
to supply SAJF through the existing airport fueling infrastructure.
The fuel, produced from non-palm,
renewable raw materials, will produce up
to 80 percent fewer emissions over its life
cycle compared to conventional jet fuel.
“Our industry’s ambitious carbon reduction targets will only be achieved with
support from across the entire supply
chain,” noted Irene Lores, the fuel provider’s global sales and marketing director
for general aviation. “Initiatives like this
give operators direct exposure to sustainable aviation fuel, helping us to overcome
any obstacles in its adoption.”
At last year’s EBACE, a coalition of
industry organizations—including EBAA,
NBAA, NATA, GAMA, and IBAC—released

the “Business Aviation Guide to the Use of
Sustainable Alternative Jet Fuel.” Ahead
of this year’s show, a media reception,
educational session, and SAJF fueling
opportunity were held at the UK’s TAG
Farnborough Airport. Tom Parsons, Air
BP’s commercial development manager
for low carbon, participated in a panel discussion on the use of the fuel there, and
Thorbjörn Larsson, the company’s general
manager for the UK and the Nordic region,
participated in a similar panel yesterday at
EBACE in the Innovation Zone.

“In decreasing emissions from aviation, sustainable aviation fuel represents
the only viable alternative to fossil liquid
fuels for powering commercial aircraft,”
explained Neste president and CEO
Peter Vanacker, adding that his company
is pleased to be able to offer sustainable
aviation fuel to the business aviation community. “Collaborating with Air BP, we can
find the best ways of developing robust
supply chains to ensure that sustainable
aviation fuel is more widely accessible to
aviation customers.”
n

DAVID McINTOSH

Clay Lacy selects
FL3XX software

Praetor 600 flies the Atlantic with SAJF
by Amy Laboda
Business aviation’s journey towards sustainability took another step forward as
Embraer’s newest super-midsize jet, the
Praetor 600, crossed the Atlantic Ocean
burning sustainable alternative jet fuel
(SAJF). The aircraft arrived at TAG Farnborough Airport, England, from Teterboro,
New Jersey, on Saturday and then on from
there to Geneva for EBACE 2019.
The twinjet’s premier transatlantic
crossing—more than 3,000 miles—went
off without a hitch after being fueled with
6,803 kg (15,000 lbs) of jet-A and 1361 kg
(3,000 pounds) of SAJF. The aircraft paused
at Farnborough as a demonstration aircraft

for a business aviation biofuel event before Venezuelan airspace. It flew over Colombia,
joining its siblings at the EBACE static dis- the Caribbean, and into Miami’s distinct
play a day later. The jet—along with the approach pattern, according to an Embraer
Praetor 500, Phenom 100EV, Phenom 300E, spokesman. The super-midsize aircraft was
Legacy 650E and Lineage 1000E—is part of still able to land with NBAA reserves and a
Embraer’s static display this week at the six-passenger equivalence of payload of 544
show in Geneva (Static SD100).
kg (1,200 pounds), the spokesman added.
The Praetor 600 has had a busy month
Embraer (Booth Z33) took the wraps
since it received Brazilian ANAC approval off the aircraft in October at the NBAA
in April, first demonstrating its distance convention. A variant of the Embraer Legcapabilities during its first flight to the acy 500, the Praetor 600 has a 7,441-km
U.S. on May 8, arriving in Fort Lauderdale, (4,018-nm) range and a 6,888-km (3,719Florida from Brazil’s São Paulo Interna- nm) range at Mach 0.80 (four passengers,
tional Airport. The route spanned 6,812 km NBAA IFR reserves), exceeding its original
(3,678 nm) and required a detour around design goals, according to Embraer.
n
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Clay Lacy Aviation (Booth B71) has ended
a year of evaluation and testing of more
than 10 software systems by selecting
FL3XX to provide its new internal systems for managing sales, operations, dispatch, crew coordination, and customer
services. Its existing software, developed
internally, is now around 30 years old,
leading the company to seek “a more
complete, robust and flexible system.”
FL3XX offers a web-based, automated aviation management platform for
charter and scheduled operators, which
helps with everything from rostering to
aircraft management, maintenance, and
sales—also offering a family of apps for
the various aviation business functions.
It says that some 51 operators already
use its system. Clay Lacy said its evaluation was “conducted by charter sales,
accounts, ground ops, flight ops as well
as other departments including finance,
FBO services, and maintenance.”
David Lamb, COO of Clay Lacy Aviation, said, “We look forward to long-term
collaboration with FL3XX and we are
confident FL3XX can meet our current
needs while positioning us to deliver
even higher levels of service to our clients
in the future.” Paolo Sommariva, CEO of
FL3XX, said the deal represents “a landmark agreement that sets our presence
in the USA.” Over the next few weeks,
FL3XX said it will establish an office in Los
Angeles “to closely support Clay Lacy’s
switch to FL3XX and future customers
throughout the United States.
I.S.
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Qatar
Executive is
expanding
worldwide
Qatar Executive, the private jet charter
arm of Qatar Airways Group, expects to
complete delivery by 2022 of the 30 aircraft it ordered from Gulfstream in 2015,
as growth in revenue and activity remain
little affected by an Arab boycott of the
Gulf nation, according to company executive v-p Ettore Rodaro.
“One of the most important [objectives]
for us this year is…putting Qatar Executive on the world map,” said Rodaro, who
took over daily management of Qatar
Executive in 2016. “We are perceived as
a local Middle East operator, but that
doesn’t necessarily reflect the reality. We
are truly flying internationally; we are an

Ettore Rodaro,
executive vice
president,
Qatar Executive

DAVID McINTOSH

by Peter Shaw-Smith

Gulfstream G650
international company, ambitious to pen- this year and five additional aircraft will
etrate target markets.”
have joined the fleet by the end of March
During a blockade imposed in 2017 by 2020, the end of Qatar Executive’s finanArab neighbors Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bah- cial year.”Delivery of all 30 Gulfstreams
rain, and Egypt, Qatar Executive’s focus has is expected by 2022; 17 are due to arrive
been on the market outside the Gulf Coop- between the end of the current financial
eration Council (GCC). “We have such an year in March 2020 and 2022. The first
international clientele that the impact has
two G500s have already arrived.
been minimal,” he said. “It has also preRodaro was non-committal on whether
sented opportunities for growth and we will he would order Bombardier’s Global 7500.
be opening three new offices [this year] in “We do not have a Global 7500; however,
Shanghai, Moscow, and London.”
we are managing a Global 6000 on behalf
Qatar Executive (Booth W33, Static of an owner. Qatar Executive has made a
SD106) will see another five Gulfstreams
strategic decision to move forward with
join its fleet this year. “We are taking deliv- Gulfstream but this does not permanently
ery of two aircraft in the next two months: exclude Bombardier. We are open to anyone more Gulfstream G500 in May, and thing and if there is a game-changer comone G650ER in June,” Rodaro said. “A ing up, we may think differently.”
G500 also joined the fleet in January
Qatar Executive also has a strong aircraft

JetNet demonstrates new
products, functionality
by Curt Epstein
U.S. business aviation industry data pro- that, through the use of the program, “our
vider JetNet is unveiling several new prod- clients will be more efficient, and be able to
ucts and service enhancements as part find their answers more quickly.”
of its exhibit this week at EBACE 2019
A new portfolio manager feature gives
(Booth W127).
clients the ability to organize, review,
Among them is the JetNet application and analyze aircraft fleets on a wide variprogramming interface (API), a flexible ety of factors, including age of fleet, modapplication program that allows its cli- els, value, maintenance analytics, flight
ents to build their own solutions pow- activity, owners, and history. Meanwhile,
ered by JetNet’s data. Users will be able to JetNet’s marketplace and Aerodex Elite
explore and design proprietary programs products allow operators to organize and
able to connect with and manage the data analyze individual aircraft, fleet, or comdelivered via the company’s RESTful API, pany historical flight activity by arrivals
including CRMs, market analysis tools, or departures for selected airports worldtransaction trends, aircraft inventory wide. A detailed report can be generated
programs, and fleet management activi- detailing the top origin and destination
ties, among others.
airports, countries and continents, fuel/
“JetNet API is our way of giving users tech stops, top operators by business
even more opportunity to put the full type, and top aircraft by serial number
power of JetNet’s extensive data to work with seat capacity.
for them in their current applications,” said
The company’s new aircraft proscompany president Tony Esposito, adding pector tool, part of JetNet’s Evolution
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Marketplace, leverages the company’s
historical transaction database to target
companies most likely to purchase a given
make or model of aircraft, enabling users
to save hours of research by correlating the
length of ownership data against the span
of ownership for the current owner. It also
identifies operators who have sold an aircraft and not replaced it, as well as those
with expiring leases or fractional shares. An
additional function allows users to identify
aircraft maintained under EASA Part 145 by
searching and identifying them along with
the contact information of the people who
operate, maintain, finance, lease, service,
and crew them.
Lastly, subscribers to the company’s
Evolution Marketplace and marketplace
manager can improve their aircraft pricing and comparison accuracy with the
JetNet Values add-on, which provides
actual reported selling prices on aircraft
transactions. The company has further
enhanced the tool with eValues, which
was developed in collaboration with Asset
Insight, adding mark-to-market and projected residual values for a wide range of
business aircraft, along with the current
market value and 60-month estimated
residual value figures.
n

management division. “We manage approximately 10 aircraft on behalf of third parties,
not only for Qatari Royals, but for businessmen,” Rodaro said. “Owners are well set up
with their own aircraft, and we take care of
the MRO. It depends on the aircraft, which
include the Airbus A320 family and A330s,
{Bombardier] Globals, [Embraer] Legacys,
and a Boeing 747-8.”
He concluded by saying that Qatar
Executive customers were mostly businessmen rather than government delegations. “I would call them high-net-worth
individuals, and a significant amount of
corporate clients,” Rodaro said. “Additionally, we have royal clientele who are
attracted to Qatar Executive due to our
high standards and our reputation for
excellence and discretion.”
n

Steep-approach
course from FSI
FlightSafety International (Booth F79)
has introduced a steep-approach course
for pilots operating the Gulfstream G650
into London City Airport (LCY). The G650
London City special airport training program includes an eLearning module,
ground school, and a simulator session
at an FSI Learning Center. Material
includes an overview of LCY, along with
coverage of regulatory requirements,
arrivals, approaches and landings,
ground operations, departures, noise
abatement, and human factors/CRM.
The course will be available at FSI centers in Dallas; Hong Kong; Long Beach,
California; Savannah, Georgia; Wilmington, Delaware; and Farnborough.
According to FlightSafety senior
vice-president operations Dann
Runik said, “FlightSafety courseware
developers and simulator engineers
worked with their counterparts at
Gulfstream to develop this new training program.”
I.S.
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Associations decry Euro Sky scheme
The latest manifestation of the European Sky
(SES) Performance and Charging scheme
(2020-2024) “reward[s] poorly performing
air navigation service providers while frustrating those who are already delivering,”
according to a joint statement from European aviation associations and the International Air Transport Association (IATA).
The associations’ statement lamented
the approval of the new scheme by European Union member states, describing it as
illustrating “the weakest levels of ambition
in the history of the [scheme].” The statement continued: “[The scheme] will not
incentivize the performance improvements
the European airspace network desperately needs, nor will they support the delivery of the Single European Sky benefits.
Combined with outdated staffing practices
which do not provide the required resource
levels in peak periods—for example when
European citizens and passengers go
on holiday—it becomes evident that real
reform of this sector is urgently needed.”
The associations, including EBAA,
explained that the European Commission
(EC) recently commissioned an academic
study to benchmark the performance of air
navigation service providers (ANSPs). “The

study conservatively estimated EU-wide
cost inefficiencies in the range of 25-30
percent, due to ANSPs’ poor performance.”
The latest performance targets (the
so-called Reference Period 3 targets) “will
do little to address these inefficiencies,”
they claim. “In fact, they will make a situation which allowed ANSPs to generate €1.3
billion in surplus (over the past 10 years) on
top of their regulated profits, even worse.”
What the associations identify as “the
current underspending by ANSPs on
planned capital investments and staffing,”
when these have already been paid for
by airspace users and their passengers,
“should not continue to be rewarded.”
The associations said furthermore that
in 2018, this situation contributed to delays
of more than 19 million minutes—105 percent more than in 2017.
“Appeasing key member states rather
than challenging them on their lackluster
performance will further burden airspace
users and passengers with rising costs,
even more delays, and unnecessary additional CO2 emissions. In short, the agreed
proposal waters down the current situation
and exacerbates the potential for further
delays when RP3 begins in 2020.”
I.S.

Seletar bizav terminal feted
at grand opening ceremony
by Curt Epstein
Singapore’s Seletar Airport held the
official grand opening of its new Seletar
Business Aviation Centre (SBAC), the
business aviation wing of the airport’s
new terminal earlier this month. The
facility is managed by SATS Seletar Aviation Services, a joint venture consisting of
Universal Aviation Singapore (Booth J75),
Jet Aviation (A18) and SATS Ltd.
SBAC, which began operations in
November ahead of schedule, offers a designated automobile drop off/pick up area,
and dedicated check-in and lounge where Alex Hungate, president and CEO of SATS Ltd.,
business aviation passengers can enjoy and Universal Weather and Aviation chairman
quick pre-departure and arrival clearance Greg Evans celebrate the official opening of
in a comfortable setting. The facility has
the Seletar Business Aviation Centre.
meeting facilities on the second level.
Universal Aviation Singapore’s new history of business aviation in Singapore.
operation center features an integrated “This beautiful facility will raise the bar
crew rest lounge. “Our clients asked for for airports in the region by offering an
a better experience in Singapore, and elevated level of privacy, efficiency, and
we’re proud to have partnered with SATS luxury for business aviation operators,
and Jet Aviation to deliver it,” said Uni- and potentially positions Singapore as the
versal chairman Greg Evans, describing most business aviation-friendly country
the opening as a historic moment in the in the region.”
n
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Down-Route demos free
expense, hotel app |
Down-Route (Booth U130) is promoting the utility of its free-touse mobile app, which facilitates
expense management and hotel
reservations for business aviation operators, particularly that
users can integrate it into flight-
planning software.
Fresh from receiving a new
injection of growth capital, DownRoute says it has experienced
“significant interest from various providers in recent months,”
according to product manager
Derek Donahue.
“What Down-Route has to offer
is unique in the marketplace, and
we can see huge mutual benefits
from the application being integrated with other systems to give
customers a truly holistic offering,” Donahue said. He noted the
recent backing “has enabled the
Down-Route system to become
faster and smarter.”
Chief commercial officer Andy
Hudson created the app in early
2016 and since then the company has established agreements
that give operators access to discounted hotel room rates, while
the team at home can gather
expense information in real time.
At EBACE this year Hudson
and Donahue, who recently
joined the company from Satcom
Direct, will be joined by the company’s new CEO, David Fulwider,

which is “a New York-based family office,”
and the strengthening of its executive team.
As a result of the acquisition, DownRoute says it will have the resources to furby Ian Sheppard
ther develop its application, while Fulwider
will be able to draw on his experience in
and marketing manager, Jerry Saddington. “the strengthening of corporate structures
Down-Route noted the company is now and organizational management” to assist
poised for “an exciting period of growth” Down-Route in its expansion and developfollowing its purchase by new investors, ment of the product.
n

AMAC Aerospace is a world leader in Maintenance
and Completion services for both narrow
and wide-body VIP aircraft. Our bespoke handling
of VIP maintenance projects is world-renowned
and our ‘Return to Service’ are world class
for completions.
AMAC’s hangars are fully equipped with the latest
technologically advanced equipment and manned
by certified personnel. We offer a full spectrum of
maintenance services and welcome the opportunity
to serve you in any capacity.

NEWS note
SocialFlight, the free web application that helps general
aviation pilots find interesting
events and places to fly, has
created a European expansion
for its platform. The app even
includes its “Burger Flights”
feature to identify airport-accessible restaurants with a single press of a button for those
seeking the “€100 hamburger.”
The company’s weekly event
planner feature sends a personalized email to members, notifying them of upcoming events
in their local area, with links to
more information. Its interactive
map includes aviation events,
user-created recommendations
for aerial tours, and information
on destination areas. To populate the European database, the
designers worked with local experts, including country AOPA
chapters and Continental Aerospace Technologies.
n

David Fulwider,
CEO of
Down-Route.
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ExecuJet is
expecting a record
number of aircraft
movements at its
co-branded FBO at
Lugano Airport in
Switzerland with
the three-month
closing of Milan
Linate Airport in
Italy, which is set
to begin in July.

ExecuJet preps Lugano FBO
for Linate summer shutdown

deal, Luxaviation and Swiss finance company Colombo Wealth Management partnered with LUG to launch a co-branded
FBO, providing joint marketing in return
for the airport’s FBO and aircraft handling services.
ExecuJet plans to offer a 50 percent
discount on handling tariffs for flights to
development executive Gary Forster said. LUG, which has no slot restrictions. “To
“Situated in the Italian-speaking canton of help facilitate the anticipated spike in
Ticino in Switzerland, bordering Italy, it’s movements from July, Lugano Airport
just 40 minutes by car from central Milan. has launched a new website, with guidAlternatively, we offer fast-track helicopter ance for pilots and crews on navigating
transfers directly from the airfield. Facing the steep takeoff and landings required by
this situation, our goal is to increase our the airport’s mountainous surroundings,”
footprint in Ticino and northern Italy Forster added.
together with the local Luxaviation branch
LIN announced in the fall that the
in Lugano.”
airport would close from July 27 to
In December, ExecuJet announced its October 27 for runway maintenance and
FBO partnership with LUG. Under that “airport restyling.”
n

by Jerry Siebenmark
The three-month closing of Italy’s Milan
Linate Airport (LIN) beginning in July
has ExecuJet preparing to handle a record
number of aircraft movements in southern
Switzerland, the unit of Luxaviation Group
announced. ExecutJet’s co-branded FBO
at Lugano Airport (LUG) is expected to
take traffic diverted from LIN.
“Our FBO at Lugano Airport is ideally
located for travelers who might be affected
by the closure of Milan Linate Airport this
summer,” Luxaviation Group business

Hilitech opens new plant
for lightweight cabin parts
by James Wynbrandt
Austria’s Hilitech—the joint venture linking cabin interiors and composite materials specialists F/List and the Hintsteiner
Group, respectively—opened a new production plant in Kindberg last month.

With more than 20,000 sq ft in its initial
phase, the facility is expected to have 100
professionals on staff by year-end manufacturing its lightweight VIP and business
aircraft cabin components and systems.

Opening the new Hilitech plant are: Manfred Nagl, CEO Hilitech (center); Katharina List-Nagl,
CEO F/List (2nd from left), and Martin Hintsteiner, CEO Hintsteiner Group (6th from left).
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Hilitech’s offerings range from sliding doors, tables, toilet seats, and
shower trays, to full lining accoutrements, high-end cabinets, and decorative carbon surfaces and applications.
Proprietary production methods and a
unique blend of materials produce parts
25 percent lighter than those made with
conventional production techniques,
according to the company.
The new facility will support variable
manufacturing processes, allowing quick
production of components for multiple areas of application. Production
infrastructure at the new plant includes
autoclave-/prepreg-technology, vacuum
processes, compression molding, wet
laminate technology, rapid prototyping
technologies, CNC milling, prepreg cutter,
and 3D scanning.
Hilitech (Booth V115) produces all its
tooling in-house for maximum precision
and flexibility. The components, benefitting from high-quality veneer processing
and high-gloss finishes by and through
F/List, are delivered as a complete and
tested interior solution.
In addition, Hilitech launched an
apprentice training program “to build up
and retain know-how and experts for the
long term.”
n

Sky Valet to
‘Connect’ Italy’s
Trieste Airport
As it continues to expand its FBO network across Europe, France-based aviation services provider Sky Valet has
strengthened its presence in Italy by
announcing an exclusive partnership
with the business aviation terminal
at Trieste Airport, under the Sky Valet
Connect affiliate program. The goal is
to help the airport in Northeastern Italy
develop its business aviation traffic.
“The Sky Valet Connect brand will
provide immediate access to the commercial power and the reputation
of the brand and its network, and to
heightened international visibility, while
remaining independent,” said Michel
Tohane, executive director of Sky Valet
and director of parent company Aéroports de la Côte d’Azur’s general aviation
business unit, adding this latest agreement “supports our ambition to create
a denser regional network and to meet
operators’ explicit needs, in particular by
harmonizing the FBO offer in Europe.”
Vincenzo Zangrilli, Trieste Airport’s
commercial director noted, “Our
region is located in an ideal crossroads which allows easy access to
beautiful tourist summer and winter
destinations, but also to key business
cities in northern Italy and Central and
Eastern Europe.” He explained that
the airport has invested €17.2 million
over the past several years in creating a multi-modal hub with top technologies to ensure the best customer
experience.
Sky Valet launched its branded
affiliate program in October, with the
announcement of its first locations: one
in Italy, at Cuneo International Airport
near Turin, and three Omega Aviation
locations in Bulgaria—at capital city
Sofia; Burgas, its largest port city; and
Gorna Oryahovitsa, the country’s only
privately owned international airport.
“The creation of Sky Valet Connect goes
hand-in-hand with our goal of becoming
the leading business aviation ground
handling network in Europe,” said
Tohane at the time.
Late last year, the company won
tenders from Spanish airport manager AENA to establish FBOs at
Madrid-Barajas Adolfo Suárez and
Barcelona-El Prat Airports, and signed
an agreement with the operator of
Avignon-Provence Airport, making
its IS-BAH-registered business aviation terminal the first in France to be
branded under Sky Valet Connect.
Currently the company (Booth L63)
is one of the largest European FBO
operators with a network consisting
of 28 destinations in France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, and Bulgaria.
C.E.
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Cyberattacks on the rise,
targeting bizjet passengers

According to
Satcom Direct,
passengers
carrying
personal
devices onboard
business aircraft
are vulnerable to
cyberattacks.

by Amy Laboda
Satcom Direct (Booth W115) a global con- corporate networks.
nectivity solutions company, comes to
“These perpetrators making particularly
EBACE 2019 with some disturbing news: nasty threats invariably involve a group
nefarious hackers are going after passen- of black-hat hackers working in a closed
gers on business jets with rising frequency. network that continuously attack airThe company tracks cyber threats on the craft,” said Josh Wheeler, senior director
600 aircraft subscribing to its cybersecu- of cybersecurity at Satcom Direct. It takes
rity threat-monitoring module from its
a lot to stop these aggressive and intellipurpose-built facility in Melbourne, Flor- gent hacks, but Satcom Direct said its SD
ida, that meets Tier III standards, complies Pro dashboard is fine-tuned for the job,
with major industry requirements, and is
monitoring both inbound and outbound
designed to withstand a Category 5 hurri- threats and delivering a real-time, cencane. Recently, it has logged a 54 percent tralized inflight view of the cabin network.
increase in critical and high-level threats.
The SD Threat monitoring module
The company noticed that recent threats
provides the data activity to the aircraft’s
are often from organized groups such as flight departments and Satcom Direct
Fancy Bear and sophisticated, well-known
security experts. Any abnormal behavior
hackers, some of whom are hired by nation- on the network is flagged and potential
states or criminal entities hoping to create threats are simultaneously blocked before
chaos or target specific VIPs.
they can reach the digital devices in use
Critical threats represent activity that on the aircraft. And if a compromised
can affect default installations of widely device is detected, the service can block
deployed software such as consumer digi- that device from propagating the threat or
tal device operating systems, compromising “calling home” to the hacker, who would
servers, and leaving a back door for addi- then know the door was open for harvesttional malice (Trojan horse or viruses). A ing data from the devices infected.
high-level threat would be a web browser
That is the hardware/software side of
exploitation or malware that can cause
how Satcom Direct handles cybersecurity
serious long-term damage to complete for its subscribers, but there is a human

factor to every hacked machine, insisted
Michael Skou Christensen, vice president
of Satcom Direct International.
“The traditional path to protection is
always the device side. Install a VPN, for
instance,” he told AIN. “But 80 to 90 percent of risk in cybersecurity are exploits
on that human factor, so we try to educate
the flight departments and crew on best
practices. We bring in the corporate IT
department as well and work together to
create a private corporate network on the
aircraft that duplicates the kind of protection that IT is already providing for the
executives in their homes and offices.”
The company provides a threefold
approach to education on cyber threats,
and the first two levels are available at no
charge. Anyone can download the Satcom
Direct white paper on cybersecurity from
the company’s website, and it provides
a free audit of any company’s security,

pointing out holes in the “armor.”
Under its paid services, Satcom Direct
offers an Aero IT educational program
that is designed specifically for flight
department IT personnel so that they can
understand the Satcom Direct cybersecurity capability and also teach them how to
coordinate with it. Finally, the company’s
Aero CNCT crew network connectivity
training, offered in collaboration with
FlightSafety International, is designed for
pilots and flight attendants who interface
directly with the executives and VIP passengers carrying devices onto the aircraft.
“We survey the clients’ procedures
regarding cabin connectivity and outside
devices brought onboard and make suggestions on best practices,” said Christensen. “One practice might well be a
passenger connectivity briefing by the
crew or a seatback card with instructions
for passengers.”
n

Gogo connectivity on tap for ACJ319neo

Idair inks trio of VIP cabin system orders

Gogo Business Aviation (Booth U95), one
of the largest providers of airborne broadband connectivity, announced Monday at
EBACE 2019 that it has released a third
high-speed 2Ku broadband system for
installation on German large-cabin charter
operator K5-Aviation’s newest ACJ319neo.
K5-Aviation has assigned the installation
design and system integration tasks to
Fokker Techniek under its ACJ319 EASA
STC, with the actual installation work
being performed in Woensdrecht in the
Netherlands as part of a green ACJ319neo
VIP completion program. K-5 Aviation is
now operating two other ACJ319s with the
2Ku Gogo broadband connectivity.
“Our passengers can stay connected virtually anywhere we fly around the globe

Germany’s Idair (Booth T95), developer an experience that passengers would
and manufacturer of in-flight entertain- expect in a home or office environment
ment and communication (IFEC) and on the ground, the company said.
cabin management systems (CMS) for VIP
Content of Idair’s IFE systems can
airliners, announced winning contracts include the latest cinema releases, music,
for a trio of head-of-state aircraft—two and games, along with a wide range of
B777s and a B787 for two undisclosed TV channels. The communication syscustomers—this week at EBACE 2019.
tem supports onboard use of passenIts tailored IFEC/CMS for the 777s incor- gers’ mobile and personal devices, and
porates 4K UHD displays, overhead sur- the surround-sound audio features an
round and in-seat audio, window shades advanced trim panel speaker sound discontrol, a dynamic lighting system, mov- tribution system that turns side-walls and
ing map, and audiovisual on demand. It overhead panels into speakers, deliveris operated through an intuitive graphical
ing a wider frequency response than trauser interface, “allowing passengers and ditional loudspeaker systems.
crew to experience an easy and elegant
Meanwhile, its highly customizable,
method of controlling the cabin environ- true 3D moving map incorporates real
ment with seamless accessibility from satellite imagery and includes chasemobile devices,” according to Idair.
plane views, information pages, and banThe company provided identical sys- ners that depict aircraft location, flight
tems for two 777s delivered in the second
route, and nearby points of interest.
half of last year. “This award underlines
Established in April 2011, Hamburgthe positive results of our previous instal- headquartered Idair is a joint venture
lations and deliveries,” said Idair manag- between Lufthansa Technik and Panasoing director Alan Cumming.
nic Avionics Corp. Its successes to date
Meanwhile, Idair’s system for the “demonstrate the flexibility of its product and
787 Dreamliner features Wi-Fi access, service portfolio from standalone to fully
wireless and wired Ethernet, passen- integrated IFEC/CMS systems on narrowger device integration, and a satellite and widebody VIP aircraft alike,” said Idair
broadband internet solution, delivering CEO Dr. Wassef Ayadi.
J.W.

Gogo’s 2Ku connectivity system uses a
dual-antenna configuration.
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and they are having incredible connectivity experiences with the Gogo 2Ku system,”
said Luca Madone of K-5 Aviation. “Gogo’s
2Ku system seamlessly integrates with our
Alster Aero CMS/IFE system that we have
installed on our aircraft.”
The 2Ku system uses a dual-antenna
system developed by Gogo specifically
for internet streaming on large aircraft.
A constellation of 100 Ku-band satellites
provides both global coverage and redundancy. Peak aircraft antenna speeds are
70 Mbps, which permits live video conferencing, video streaming and internet
browsing with little, if any, latency. The
system is flexible and upgradable as
future improvements are developed.
“Today’s announcement of a new install
shows how strongly K-5 Aviation believes
in our 2Ku system and underscores how
well the first two of our systems installed
in their jets are performing,” said Sergio Aguirre, president of Gogo Business
Aviation. Gogo has more than 1,100 2Ku
aircraft online and has a backlog of
approximately 900 2Ku aircraft across 18
of the largest airlines worldwide. According to Gogo, the system remains one of
the most successful in-flight connectivity
products they have developed.
A.L.
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Jet Aviation rejuvenates
three business jet interiors
by James Wynbrandt
SBB (SwiftBroadband) upgrade, and
ADS-B Out systems. To minimize downtime disruptions, customers “regularly
take the opportunity to combine scheduled maintenance with refurbishments
and other upgrades,” noted Basel facility
general manager Dirk Sapatka.
For the G550 and G650 Ka-band satcom
installations, Jet Aviation’s Gulfstream
team followed the OEM’s STC, delivering what the companies said is one of the
highest data speeds available in the industry, designed to help support expected
data expansion in coming decades. “With
the 2020 mandate quickly approaching,
we’ve seen a lot of demand for Ka-band
installations,” said Jet Aviation senior
director of Gulfstream program management Erik Vandergritt.
The company’s Basel facility employs
more than 1,400 and has in-house design
and engineering departments, cabinetry,
upholstery, sheet metal, composite and
paint shops, and can outfit jets as large
as the Airbus A380 and Boeing 747-8. To
date, it has completed numerous Airbus
ACJ319, ACJ320, ACJ330, ACJ340, and
Boeing 737, 757, 767, and 747 aircraft. Jet
Aviation is also celebrating in Geneva
its partnership with Collins Aerospace,
entered into with the goal of creating ADS-B Out upgrade programs for
BBJ737/747 owners and operators.
n

DAVID McINTOSH

Jet Aviation announced at EBACE 2019
the completion of a trio of major refurbishment projects: a Boeing 747 and two
Gulfstream GIVs, with all three including
Ka-band satcom installations. The business aviation services provider (Booth A18)
also announced completing and delivering
its first Ka-band installations on examples
of the Gulfstream G550 and G650.
The 747 came to Jet Aviation’s Basel,
Switzerland facility for heavy maintenance, during which the company performed a complete cabin interior upgrade,
including development of supplemental
type certificates (STCs) for ADS-B Out
installation and WLAN activation. A wireless audiovisual on-demand system was
also installed to enable content streaming
to mobile devices.
Jet Aviation said the size and scale
of the project presented significant
challenges. “Coordinating four engine
changes with a full cabin refurbishment,
while developing an STC for approval, is
incredibly demanding,” said Jet Aviation’s
senior director for large-cabin program
management Estelle Thorin.
The GIV refurbs included restoration of
the woodwork, stripping and recovering
all soft goods, and refinishing cabin sidewalls and headliners with custom material. Their cockpits were also enhanced
with DU-885 LCD screens, FANS 1A, and

Empennage entourage

The tailfeathers of a lineup of business jets on display always makes for an attractive photo
opportunity. Their exotic plumage is part of the allure for EBACE visitors.
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Large-aircraft specialist broker Boutsen Aviation brought this ACJ319 to EBACE. Yves
Pickardt of Alberto Pinto Design is responsible for the four-zone cabin interior design.

Boutsen’s large-jet activity
dates back two decades
by Amy Laboda
Thierry Boutsen, founder and CEO of
business aircraft brokerage Boutsen Aviation, is pleased to be at EBACE 2019
with a for-sale Airbus ACJ319 outfitted
by Alberto Pinto Design. “The asking
price has just been reduced, making this
airframe very competitive in today’s market,” he said.
Boutsen has been selling jets for 22
years from its Monaco location, gradually
acquiring and then re-selling light, then
midsize, and now heavy business jets. The
company has sold five ACJs and just this
year sold its first Boeing BBJ. “We are
carving out an increasingly larger piece of
the European brokerage sector for largesize models,” he said.
The company spends roughly 20
percent of its time brokering Dassault
Falcons, according to Boutsen president Dominique Trinquet, and in fact
recently closed on two Falcon 7Xs in one
week. “I believe that the recent activity has been sparked by the post-crisis
drop in value prices, making the new
generation highly attractive to buyers.
Moreover, political changes around
tax rebates in the U.S. has incentivized
American buyers, and we have seen the
sales in that market jump substantially,”
said Trinquet.
Boutsen Aviation has now sold 15 Falcon 7Xs. Since its founding, the company
has sold 369 aircraft, representing 131

different models. “We have dedicated
experts for each and every model, and this
is something that is of great value to our
clients,” said Boutsen.
With all of the activity, the company
YO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S
has seen
staffing changes at several levwww.ainonline.com
els. Timothée
Marcie was promoted to
vice president of sales after four years as
a sales representative for the company.
Atiesh Mishra, Boutsen’s newest sales
representative,
focused
developing
E - N E W S L E T T E RisF O
R B U S I N E on
S S AV
I AT I O N
Asian markets
for
the
company,
which
has
www.ainonline.com/alerts
taken part in two trade missions to China
and India in the past year.
In the UK, the company has added
James
Hughes, a qualified helicopter pilot,
AERO DEFENSE INDUSTRY E-NEWSLETTER
as the regional sales director for northern
www.ainonline.com/subscribe
Europe. The hiring of Hughes marks the
fourth global expansion for the company
in the past five years. Hughes is at EBACE
2019 on his first days of work for the
AIR TRANSPORT INDUSTRY E-NEWSLETTER
company.
“As EBACE is one of the most
www.ainonline.com/subscribe
important
events of the year for European
business aviation, it makes for the perfect
occasion to integrate with the team on
a first-hand basis and begin developing
business together,” he said.
n
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Qatar Executive to add six Gulfstreams
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Doha-based private jet charter concern
Qatar Executive (BoothW33, Static 106)
expects to operate a fleet of 21 aircraft
by year-end. A division of Qatar Airways
Group, the VIP operator is to expand by
adding six Gulfstreams to a fleet that today
comprises 15 aircraft, the company said
earlier this year. As of late February, Qatar
Executive’s fleet consisted of five Gulfstream G650ERs, two G500s, three Bombardier Challenger 605s, four Global 5000s,
and one Global XRS. Five G500s and one

G650 will be added by the end of the year.
“In 2019, Qatar Executive is set to
receive an additional five G500s, as well
as one G650ER jet, for which it is the largest commercial operator worldwide,” the
charter operator said.
In late 2016, Qatar Executive’s fleet
stood at 13 aircraft, eight of them Bombardier and five Gulfstream. The plans involve
a steady erosion in the proportion of Bombardier aircraft in the fleet, as by year-end,
the Gulfstream jets will number 13, against

UAS takes a global view of
managing growing traffic
Business jet operators would benefit from a
move to Al Maktoum International (DWC)
from Dubai International Airport (DXB), as
the former facility becomes central to the
Middle East hub, according to Dubai-based
UAS International Trip Support (Booth
B29).
“Business in general in Dubai is going
very well,” Omar Hosari, co-owner,
founder, and CEO told AIN. “It’s not as
big as it used to be, last year, but we don’t
see a risk of further reduction. Things are
very stable. The government is providing
support for general aviation. At a recent
Civil Aviation Authority meeting in Dubai,
they came up with initiatives and new regulations to make things easier for civil aviation to operate between countries here
in the Middle East.
“The DWC VIP Terminal is very luxurious. We see comments from the celebrities
and VIPs passing through. They are astonished at what they see, not from a termsof-service point of view, so much as from
the appearance of the general aviation hall
and the FBOs available there. If I were a
private jet owner, I would demand to land
in DWC, not at Dubai International.”
Some owners might still want to land at
DXB, where UAS’s head office is located, or
in nearby Sharjah, he said, but the majority
of the traffic is now going to DWC, particularly with the approach of the Expo 2020
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event that will be held there next October.
“In my opinion, more than 90 percent
of [business aircraft] flights are going to
DWC,” he said. “It’s more convenient.
You don’t need a slot to go there. Here
at DXB, it’s always congested. You could
have a problem. Operators would rather
fly out of a location they can use whenever
they want, not to mention the VIP treatment. The infrastructure, not only of the
airport, is good, too, including the roads
into town. They are developing the whole
Dubai South area. It is going to be a city
within a city by 2020.”

Middle East Optimism

UAS is bullish on the Middle East. “We
have a lot of confidence in aviation in
this region. When they were receiving
[over 40 new] aircraft [deliveries] a year,
the region was peaking. I think things are
rationalizing now. I don’t know about the
statistics, but 10 [new] aircraft [deliveries] a year sounds like a reasonable number for this region.”
Hosari is also optimistic about the
Saudi market. “We’re seeing positive
signs, after a period of uncertainty,” he
said. “The first Saudi Airshow has definitely set new expectations for its business aviation market. It’s a market with
large untapped potential and it has always
been in our priorities.”
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the same eight Bombardier aircraft. Both
Gulfstream and Bombardier declined to
comment on the timeline of future aircraft
deliveries to Qatar Executive.
Gulfstream also declined to comment on
whether Qatar Executive would take any
additional aircraft by the time of EBACE,
although it seems likely that at least some
of this year’s prospective deliveries could be
scheduled to coincide with the show, as the
Qatari charter operator firmed up its memorandum of understanding with the U.S.

He said UAS’s business in Africa is
going well. “We have a one-guy operation in every country we are in,” he said.
“There are more than 15 people available
in 15 countries. They are all managed by
our Johannesburg headquarters. Business
is growing.
“In Africa, we have substantial traffic. In
these 15 countries, we’re handling more
than 100 movements a month. Clients
might be using existing FBOs, but they
still need somebody from UAS to supervise the process. These flights are coming
to Africa from all over the world—from
the U.S., Europe, and China.”
UAS has close relations to the China
market through its ties to Deer Jet, which
bought a majority stake in the Dubaibased company in late 2016. “Everybody
is trying to invest in Africa. China’s Belt
and Road Initiative goes through Africa.
Last year, at the China-Africa Cooperation Forum, China announced it would
be providing $60 billion in financial support to Africa. We see Chinese, Turkish,
French, British, and Dutch operators
going into Africa. Mostly, they are industrial company executives flying in.
“Nigeria and South Africa are incredibly
strong, and Rwanda is growing really rapidly. I was surprised to see that, recently,
they launched their first satellite—this
country [was] at civil war only recently. I
think they are on the right track.”
UAS is also watching mature markets
closely. “Currently, we do the usual trip
support services for our European and
U.S. clients. Business is increasing, especially with our new products: UAS Link

airframer to coincide with the European
event in 2015, and added a second Airbus
ACJ319 at the time of EBACE 2016. Both
ACJs have now been removed from its fleet.
As launch customer, Qatar Executive is
expected to quickly become the world’s
largest operator of the G500. It became the
world’s largest operator of the ultra-longrange G650ER when it took delivery of a
third in 2016, and will have doubled the presence of the type in the fleet to six by year-end.
In March, Qatar Executive announced
that it had received special certification to
allow it to fly into a number of European airports surrounded by mountainous terrain,
now being able to fly into Samedan, Switzerland; Chambery, France; and Innsbruck,
Austria. “These destinations have a special
designation as they require additional certification, including full-flight simulator
training, to prepare the flight crew because
of the mountainous environment of these
destinations,” the company said.
Qatar Executive took a total of two
G500s in December and officially became
the world’s first commercial charter operator of the new Gulfstream twinjet when
the aircraft embarked on its inaugural
flight on January 14. Its airline parent,
Qatar Airways, has a fleet of more than
230 aircraft flying to six continents. n

Omar Hosari,
co-owner,
founder, and
CEO of UAS
International
Trip Support.

...If I were a
private jet
owner, I would
demand to land in
DWC, not at Dubai
International.”
Evolution and UAS Flight Evolution.”
Hosari said the U.S. market displays
different dynamics than elsewhere, with
the company’s focus there on trip support and technology. “The dynamics and
requirements of clients in the U.S. are
totally different from those in the Middle
East and Europe,” he said. “They have a
more do-it-yourself attitude and therefore are very demanding when it comes
to technology.
“That’s why our technology development headquarters is in the U.S., [and]
why we’re continuously developing our
client portal UAS TMSevolution. This
is all being handled from the U.S. We’ve
been in the U.S. for more than seven years.
The U.S. office supports the South American client base as well.”
P.S-S.
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DCAF mulls entry into Saudi market
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Dubai-based management and MRO specialist DC Aviation Al-Futtaim (DCAF) is
exploring the possibilities for entering the
Saudi market, managing director, Holger
Ostheimer, told AIN on the eve of EBACE.
“There have been discussions over time
at the group level about an engagement of
DCAF in Saudi Arabia over the last couple
of years; I am sure this will come to fruition at the right time,” he said. “Our commercial team has been to Saudi during the
Saudi Airshow and came back with very
positive feedback. That’s also confirmed
with the amount of maintenance activity from Saudi clients, particularly in the
ACJ bracket, which provides work for our
cooperation with Lufthansa Technik.”
He sees the situation “gathering
momentum,” and looks to “hopefully
[firm] up our presence there” in the near
future. “For Saudi Arabia, we are looking
into all areas of service that are provided
in Dubai: aircraft and technical services,
maintenance, management, and hangarage,” he said.
“We are considering increasing our presence, not just in the public domain, which
would lead people to use our facilities in
Dubai, but also looking into having a physical presence in Saudi Arabia to provide
services on the ground from within.”
A new ruling by the General Authority for Civil Aviation at the beginning of
the year, broadly mandating in-kingdom
aircraft registration, has implications
for DCAF’s plans. “If we were present
in Saudi, I’m confident that we would
be able to provide management services
from within the country,” he said. “That
has to be the objective: being able to
[manage aircraft] both from Dubai as well
as in Saudi Arabia.
“At [a recent] management meeting…
with our commercial and quality teams,
we were discussing the regulations in
Saudi, and the AOC requirements. From
an operator’s perspective, this still isn’t
clear. We are carefully monitoring the
progress on the subject so that we can plan
together with the authorities a presence
in Saudi Arabia.” Regarding a possible
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location for the new office in Saudi Arabia,
Ostheimer said, “Details will be revealed
once we have a full picture.”
Ostheimer added that geopolitical factors were weighing on activity in DCAF’s
Dubai business. “We are in a steady state
at the moment,” he said. “What’s been
happening on a global scale over the last
two years, geopolitically, and in terms of
the politics of trade, has really changed
the ballgame. We’ve lost a lot of the
dynamics globally, [but] not here in the

service proposals to try to win entities
and organizations or people over, that are
purchasing or upgrading [this year] and
have them join our clientele.
“If we consider the last 18 months in
Saudi Arabia, since October, November
2017, a significant number of aircraft
have been [sitting out of service] on the
ground. There are now only two options
[for them]: significant maintenance to
either restart operations; or to make [the
aircraft] a saleable asset. If it becomes a
sellable asset, that results in the [owner
purchasing] a more attractive preowned
aircraft; or even a new-aircraft purchase.”
DCAF has six aircraft under management. “We always target winning one or
two new managed aircraft per year. This
year, the objective remains the same:
bringing one or two additional managed aircraft into the fleet, while at the
same time increasing our maintenance
footprint, more certified aircraft, more
activities both within the area of the strategic partnership with Lufthansa Technik
(Booth H71), targeting the A320 and BBJ,
as well as outside that strategic operation,
on all other procedure types.”

region. I believe that this region will continue to be more attractive and a little bit
more successful than other areas.”
The number of high-net-worth and
ultra-high-net-worth individuals, particularly in Dubai and Saudi Arabia, gives
Ostheimer cause for optimism. “There
‘Expo Effect’
may be financial strains, but…there is Analysts looking to see an improvement
enough financial capability left for the par- in Dubai’s bizav performance in recent
ties to consider upgrading or purchasing months and years have been keenly
aircraft,” he said. “And that leaves us with watching “the Expo effect,” he said.
opportunities for aircraft management or “Expo 2020 is still about a year and a half
away,” he said. “It kicks off in October
2020. I cannot see an exorbitant increase,
but I’m pretty confident that business is
going to benefit from the Expo through
more activity.”
He was less willing to comment on the
number of business aircraft expected for
the event. “I don’t think you can predict
that, whether it’s going to be 100, 400 or
500. We’ll see, as it happens.”
Bizav activity in the Middle East and
Africa outside the Gulf Cooperation
Council remains slow. “Once in a while,
Airbus Corporate Jets’ first ACJ319neo took off from Hamburg, Germany, on April 24
we have stakeholders reaching out for
potential opportunities in those markets,”
for its first flight, which lasted one-hour and 55-minutes.
he said. “Those discussions tend not to
go very far. A lot really hinges on regional
political developments. So the situation
in Lebanon never really goes away.
Airbus Corporate Jets (Booth Z55, SD101) version also has a lower average cabin
“Africa—Central Africa, Southern
successfully flew its first ACJ319neo for an altitude of 6,400 feet.
Africa—remains a potential contender
hour and 55 minutes on April 24, marking
The flight-test program is expected to
for developing its infrastructure and, as
the launch of the aircraft’s short flight- last no longer than a few weeks, an Aira result of demand for bespoke lift, cortest program to verify differences with
bus spokesman told AIN, at which point
porate and private jets. It hasn’t taken off
its airline transport sibling, the A319neo. this first ACJ319neo will be delivered to K5
yet, given the number of people living in
Differences include extra fuel tanks in its and outfitted with a VVIP cabin by Fokker
this part of the world and the accumulated
cargo hold that will give it intercontinen- Techniek in the Netherlands. The first flight
wealth. President Paul Kagame has led very
tal range. The aircraft is destined to enter comes a little more than three months
promising development in Rwanda. Look
service with K5 Aviation in Germany, which after Airbus Corporate Jets delivered its
at Kenya and Nigeria, both countries with
firmed up the order for the bizliner in Jan- first ACJ320neo to UK-based Acropolis
a good level of wealth, particularly Nigeria.
uary 2016.
Aviation. That bizliner is currently undergo“It will continue to take time for strucOutfitted with five additional center fuel
ing completions at AMAC’s facility in Basel,
tures to mature and become standardized
tanks and either CFM Leap-1A or Pratt & Switzerland, with a VVIP cabin designed
if we can speak of international standards.
Whitney PW1100G engines (K5 Aviation
by Alberto Pinto.
But a country like Rwanda demonstrates
opted for the latter powerplant choice),
Airbus had nine orders in hand for the
that you can develop a prospering busithe ACJ319neo has a maximum range of ACJ neo family—six for the ACJ320neo
ness culture. We can develop an envi6,749 nm (12,500 km) with eight passen- and three for the ACJ319neo—as of late
ronment to foster business, and when
gers. Compared with the A319neo, the ACJ
last year.
J.S.
markets develop, corporate aviation isn’t
very far away.”
n

ACJ319neo has begun its flight-test regime
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Wednesday, October 23 | 6-8 P.M. | Wynn Las Vegas
The 10th Annual Fund an Angel Cocktail Reception, held on the second day of the NBAA Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-BACE), is an invaluable networking event for business aviation leaders and
influencers. The reception will feature an auction to benefit Corporate Angel Network (CAN) who organizes
critical flights for cancer patients to treatment centers throughout the country.

“C orporate Angel Net work has helped to open
up tr ials and treatment for Ava that we ot herwise could not af ford. They help to ensure she
gets the medical care that she needs.”
– Ava’s Parents
Learn More and Reserve Tickets: fundanangel.org
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On the Wings of Angels

(left to right) John Rosanvallon, president and CEO Dassault Falcon Jet; Andrew Muirhaed, v-p at Lufthansa Technik; and Brad Nolen, v-p of
marketing and strategy at Bombardier Business Aircraft, presented a generous donation to Corporate Angel Network yesterday at EBACE.

continued from page 1

New technologies
shaping the future
disrupt road access to London Heathrow Airport. His message was clear: “We
need to be proactive about cleaning up
business and general aviation because we
are perceived to be both noisy and dirty.
The environmental protesters believe the
future of our planet needs to be green.
And although they haven’t specifically gotten here, yet, I think it is pretty obvious
that business aviation is very likely to end
up at the forefront of their concerns.”
Shapps pointed out, however, how the
222 members of the APPG he chairs are
working hard to make the UK the most
general aviation-friendly country in the
world. To do that, they are working with
industry to promote STEM aviation education, grassroots aviation—which grows
the next generation of aviation industry
workers, drone regulations, clean manufacturing, and the preservation of UK’s
aviation heritage. He said that support
from industry is there, particularly for
STEM, but that it is essential that manufacturers find ways to make aviation both
cleaner and quieter.
It is a big task, but the keynote speaker—
Florian Reuter, CEO and managing director of Volocopter—set out to show how
something as revolutionary as an autonomous electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicle (eVTOL) could solve one key
problem every attendee at EBACE has
experienced: getting from the airport
to the city center and then back to the
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airport. “As we travel everywhere on the
globe, cities are faced with severe mobility traffic challenges,” he said. “Even with
autonomous cars, skytrains, and subways,
we have not found solutions including the
third dimension. That’s next. The third
dimension is both vertical and electric.”
Reuter pointed out that, although his
vision has been around awhile—the company flew its first autonomous VTOL above
Dubai in 2011—several large corporations
have recently been working on their own
electric aircraft and VTOL machines.
“We’ve realized that with more than 100
years of automobiles in the city, we are still
at the average speed of a horse,” he said.
Interestingly enough, Reuter has been
making steady progress all these years
as technology has advanced, and in the
process his organization has been working with German civil aviation authority
Luftfahrt-Bundesamt (LBA) and EASA
to create the regulations under which an
eVTOL could become a certified commercial aircraft, as well as regulations
under which such an aircraft could fly. By
2016, the LBA regulations needed were in
place and Reuter’s Volocopter flew its first
manned flight in southern Germany, near
the company’s base of operations. EASA
regulations are expected to be finalized
inside this week, Reuter said.
Today, the battery technology has
reached the point where Volocopter’s
vehicle can reliably fly up to 22 miles and
batteries can be hot-swapped for rapid
“refueling” and redeployment of the aircraft. “It is really the perfect inner-city
transport vehicle,” said Reuter. “It has
18 independent propulsion trains and
unprecedented redundancy and can fly
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with two engines out and still complete
its mission. Also, it can carry 400 pounds
of payload, equating to two people, and
we believe that we can scale manufacturing such that the operating costs will be
slightly more than what people pay today
for an inner city ride in a taxi.”
Reuter is serious when he speaks of scale.
Automobile manufacturer Daimler is both
an investor and a manufacturing partner,
and from the tech side (because after all,
Volocopter is a tech company first) Intel is
a partner, as are several other high-profile
corporations. Among its executives are
people who have come to the company
from Uber, Siemens, and Airbus, among
others. That explains how Reuter intends
to become the app-centric ride-hailing 3D
transport company of the future.
Over the next year, Volocopter plans
demonstrations in Singapore, first at a
confidential location outside the city for
regulators and then, with their approval,
in the city center, so that people can
become aware of and comfortable with
the eVTOL technology. In the UK, the
company is part of an innovation sandbox
recently introduced by the government to
determine the possibilities and find the
stakeholders needed to bring new urban
mobility to London. Finally, in Frankfurt,
the airport is partnering with the company to use it as a blueprint for how the
Volocopter would work to ferry passengers from the airport to the city center.
Reuter is excited to network with people in the exhibit hall this week at EBACE.
“We are looking to exchange information
and interact with other industry executives here and build a cooperation going
forward,” he said.
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